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Foreword
South Asia is a hotspot of disasters. The tectonic, geomorphological and hydro
meteorological set up of the region along with socio- economic conditions make it
extremely vulnerable to various natural disasters. The South Asian countries located
in the seismically active northern fringes like Afghanistan, Bhutan, India, Nepal and
Pakistan have been witness to several devastating earthquakes in the past. Similarly,
the countries with exposed coastline like Bangladesh, India, Maldives and Sri Lanka
have borne the fury of cyclones, tsunamis and coastal erosion. In addition to these,
floods, landslides, droughts have also caused devastation in the countries of South
Asia.
It has been observed that in case of natural disasters the important community and
lifeline structures such as schools and hospitals receive irrecoverable damages and
it takes a long time to restore them to function for the communities. The safety
of these structures becomes even more important in light of the fact that, when
disasters strike, they also serve as vital centers for community shelter extended
to the affected. The safety and resilience of lifeline structures and a strong need
to adopt a toolkit which addresses the critical aspects of safety of schools and
hospitals in vulnerable areas thus has been identified as a priority. South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) Disaster Management Centre
(SDMC), New Delhi India identified the vitality of the issue and in follow up to
the SAARC Road Map for Earthquake Risk Mitigation; a toolkit for Rapid Visual
Assessment (RVA) of schools and hospitals has been developed in 2011.
Extending this initiative further, UN-Habitat, in partnership with UNISDR Asia Pacific
Secretariat and the SDMC has taken up the mission of developing a standardized
Tool Kit for the assessment of safety of school and hospital structures to multiple
hazards in the region. This Tool Kit adopts the basic framework from the SDMC
template on Risk and Vulnerability Analysis of Schools and Hospitals, and extends
to the multiple hazards, the region is prone to such as earthquake, flood, cyclone,
fire etc.. It addresses the safety of new lifeline structures as well as retrofitting of
existing structures to make them resilient and safe for the communities during
disasters. The Tool Kit targets two groups placed at the extreme ends of disaster
management spectrum: the Top Level Management and the End Users. The
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development of the Tool Kit has undergone several rigorous stages of review
and feedback from experts from the region and field observations. Finally at a
stimulating Expert Group Meeting (EGM) held in Kathmandu a distinguished panel
of experts assembled and deliberated on the finer technical aspects. Incorporation
of the recommendations of the EGM has further enriched the contents of the Tool
Kit.
The Tool Kit is placed in the hands of the intended users at a very crucial juncture
of disaster risk reduction initiatives evolving in the SAARC region, through various
consultative, research and policy planning endeavours. It is expected that the
Tool Kit will be useful to a myriad cross section of players engaged in disaster risk
reduction in the SAARC region.

Satendra
Director
SAARC Disaster Management Centre

Foreword
It gives us great pleasure to introduce this toolkit entitled Tools for the
Assessment of School and Hospital Safety for Multi-Hazards in South Asia.
South Asia is one of the most disaster prone regions in the world. A combination
of multiple layers of geo-physical and climatic hazards, as well as a complex range
of physical, social and economic vulnerabilities contribute to this. In 40 years,
from 1967 – 2006, some 784 reported disasters took 800,000 lives and affected
over two billion people. Economic losses amounted to an estimated $80 billion.
This region also has an exceptionally high annual urban growth rate, with the
accompanying challenges of increased urban risk and vulnerability.
Six out of the eight countries of South Asia - Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal,
Bhutan and Bangladesh, are located in the highly seismically active HimalayanHindu Kush belt. Sri Lanka, Maldives and large parts of the coastal areas of
Bangladesh, India and Pakistan are vulnerable to tsunamis, cyclones and flooding.
Substantial damages were caused to education and health facilities by a series of
disasters in the recent years such as the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, the 2005
Kashmir earthquake, Cyclone Sidr in 2007, and the 2010 and 2011 floods in
Pakistan. The resultant loss of life of students, teachers and health workers, and
the collapse of school and hospital buildings clearly indicate the need to ensure the
safety of these critically important facilities.

The toolkit explains the complex process of retrofitting existing facilities as well
as ensuring safe construction of new infrastructure in a practical manner. It
facilitates informed decision-making and actions to achieve school and hospital
safety. Importantly, the tools have been reviewed by a group of experts including
policymakers, professionals and users, and have undergone field testing in several
locations in India, Nepal and Pakistan.
This new approach will provide concrete indices in support of the recommendations
of the 2011 Chair’s summary of the Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction, the
global advocacy campaigns: One Million Safe Schools and Hospitals, Making
Cities Resilient - My City is Getting Ready and, the World Urban Campaign.
We believe this is an important step towards achieving risk reduction targets
and building the resilience of nations and communities in the South Asian subcontinent. The toolkit demonstrates that making critical infrastructure safe from
disasters is achievable.

This toolkit, which comprises four sets of assessment tools for both existing and
new schools as well as hospitals, is a result of cooperation amongst the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), the United Nations Human
Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) and the United Nations Office for Disaster
Risk Reduction (UNISDR).
The Toolkit serves Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, and complements the recent work of the SAARC Disaster
Management Centre and its publication ‘Rapid Structural and Non-Structural
Assessment of School and Hospital Buildings in SAARC Countries’. The aim
is to offer user-friendly tools for the multi-hazard context of South Asia, targeting
policy makers, experts, and end-users responsible for local level planning and
implementation.

Joan Clos,
UN Under-Secretary-General and
Executive Director, UN-Habitat - United
Nations Human Settlements Programme

Margareta Wahlstrom,
UN Special Representative
of the Secretary-General
for Disaster Risk Reduction
(DRR), UNISDR
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Glossary
Buoyancy effect: Sometimes, floodwater level in a
place may rise considerably higher than the bottom of
a building’s basement or an underground tank. In such
case, the building or the water tank will experience
upward push. This is called buoyancy. Such movement
may cause a breaking and/or separation of the
connecting pipes and other service lines
Design flood elevation is a regulatory flood height
level adopted by a community at local level. Such level
is based on observed data for a long time. It helps to
determine the safe plinth height of buildings in a flood
prone area.
Drift is the horizontal displacement of a building due
to seismic, wind or any other horizontal force
Ductility: Any metal that has the ability to get
stretched without being damaged is a ductile material
and this property of materials is called ductility. Mild
steel, copper, etc. are ductile materials.

Geotechnical investigation is performed by
geotechnical engineers or engineering geologists
to obtain information on the physical properties of
soil and rock around a site to design earthworks and
building foundations.
Grid is defined principally by column
positions and the main beams
spanning between them. The sketch
on the right is a building plan showing
column locations. The dotted lines are
the grids.
Liquefaction is a state in which un-compacted
saturated soil acts more like a dense liquid than solid
during earthquake. Water saturated granular soil such
as silts, sands, and gravel that are free of clay particles
are prone to liquefaction. Buildings undergo severe
damage/sinking when the soil beneath suddenly
behaves like a liquid due to liquefaction.

Fault is a discontinuity in a volume of rock, across
which there has been significant displacement as a
result of earth movement. A fault is called active if it is
likely to have another earthquake in future. Faults are
commonly considered to be active if they have moved
one or more times in the last 10,000 years.

Load path means a path that forces pass through
to the foundation of a structure. A
continuous load path is like a chain
that ties the house together from the
roof to the foundation. The sketch on
the right shows a discontinuous load
path, which is not good for seismic or
wind load.

Frame structure is the skeleton of a building made
of wood, steel, or reinforced concrete that supports all
kinds of loads. In a frame structure load is transferred
from slabs → beams → columns → foundation. All
member joints in framed structure can withstand
bending.

Masonry structure: When brick, stone, blocks, etc
are laid in courses with cement/lime/mud mortar as
bed is called a masonry structure. Usually used in wall,
roof, etc.

Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC): Concrete
consists of cement, sand, aggregate and water. The
solid portions are first mixed thoroughly and then
water is added and then mixed further. This is cast
with mild steel rods embedded inside. It is called RCC
when it turns solid. RCC can take both tension and
compression.
Retaining wall is built in order to hold back earth
which would otherwise move downwards.
Seismic load is caused due to earthquake-generated
agitation to a building or structure. Seismic load acts
at contact surfaces of a structure either with the
groundhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seismic_loading
- cite_note-1, or with adjacent structures
Seismic micro zoning is the process of subdividing
an earthquake prone area into zones with respect
to geological and geophysical characteristics of the
sites. It provides information on ground shaking,
liquefaction susceptibility, landslide and rock fall
hazard, earthquake-related flooding. Seismic micro
zoning maps of construction areas must be consulted
when designing earthquake-resistant structures
Seismic zone is a region in which the rate of seismic
activity remains fairly consistent. e.g. IS 1893, 2002
shows that there are four seismic zones in India- Zone
V, the severest earthquake prone and Zone II the least.
Short column effect: Column heights within the
same storey could be different if a building is on a
slope or if there is a part mezzanine floor within the



storey. In such case the columns of
shorter heights are stiffer and attract
more earthquake forces than the taller
ones. If not designed adequately, the
shorter ones may fail, which is attributed
as failure due to short column effect.
Storm surge is an offshore rise of water due to a low
pressure weather system, e.g., during cyclones. Storm
surges are caused primarily by high winds pushing on
the ocean’s surface. The wind causes the water to pile
up higher than the ordinary sea level. This could be
highly damaging for the buildings along coast lines.
Tsunami, in Japanese, is "harbour wave". It is a
series of water waves caused by the displacement of



a large volume of water in an ocean or a large lake.
The various reasons for tsunami could be earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions and other underwater explosions,
landslides, meteorite impacts etc.
Unreinforced masonry is a type of building where
the structural walls are made of brick, block, tiles,
adobe or other masonry material, that is not braced by
reinforcing rods.
Wind born missile: If a site has trees, waste bins/
cans, debris or other materials that can be moved by
the wind, during cyclone or high wing they may fly
and strike your building by damaging windows, doors,
etc. Elements that can fly in high wind and damage

buildings are called wind borne missiles. One must
consider this effect in design.
Wind Tunnel effect: if one takes a walk between
tall buildings, or in a narrow mountain pass, one will
notice that the wind speed is much higher than the
general level. The air becomes compressed on the
windy side of the buildings or mountains, and its
speed increases considerably between the obstacles
to the wind. This is known as a “tunnel effect”. If
your building site is prone such effect, it must be
considered in design.

CHAPTER 1
1.1	

BACKGROUND

Major Asian cities are located, by and large, across
flood plains or in coastal areas. Over 50% of the
urban populations are living in small and medium
size cities with less than 500,000 populations that
are growing faster and may not be able to cope with
emerging urban issues. Considering the increased
urban risks many of our cities are facing, it is clear that
there is a need to integrate disaster risk reduction into
the urban planning and local planning practices.
The Chairs summary of the GPDRR 2009 calls for
specific targets to achieve critical infrastructure safety,
as stated: “By 2011 a global structural evaluation of all
schools and hospitals should be undertaken and that
by 2015 concrete action plans for safer schools and
hospitals should be developed and implemented in all
disaster prone countries”.
To respond to such a situation, UN-Habitat Bangkok
Office in partnership with UNISDR Asia Pacific Secretariat
decided to develop Toolkits which will facilitate the
assessment of the safety of critical infrastructure,
focusing on schools and hospitals in South Asia.
The obvious question in the beginning was why
one needs another toolkit when there is a large
body of available technical literature on disaster safe
school and hospitals. Detailed examination of the
existing literature and interviewing people directly
involved with the supply and maintenance revealed
that disaster safety of hospitals and schools from
the owners’ and users’ perspective is inadequately
covered. This is an important area since disaster
safety is not just a technical issue; it needs proactive
participation of both the owners and end-users in the
endeavor of safe schools and hospitals.

Under such circumstance, this project viewed the
top level management and the end-users as
the two most important key role players. Top
level management here means the Director Generals
(Health/education) along with the line directors. The
end users are the school teachers and the doctors and
medical staff at school and hospital respectively.
Any hospital or school is planned, designed,
constructed and handed over to the end-users, who
use the facilities for at least fifty years before being
replaced with a new one. The top level management
is responsible for ensuring that the buildings conform
to the safety standards throughout their whole life
cycle. Safety is a complete package spanning over the
entire lifespan of a building.

1.2

The Toolkits

New Construction: For supply of new buildings,
while management has to rely on architect(s) and
engineers, it is equally important for them to act
as INFORMED CLIENTS while interacting with the
architects and engineers, in the endeavour to make
the hospital/ school safe. The focus of the toolkit is
to get an idea on the level of compliance of a new
design with safety norms/codes/standards. This is
possible only if the toolkit is simple, objective type and
graphical. It should also be comprehensive enough to
suit the busy schedule of the top level management.
This has been termed as TOOLKIT I.
• The Toolkit I is designed to enhance awareness
and capacity of the top level management to take
meaningful role in creating safe new hospital and
school. The output of the Toolkit I will form part
of a national database on safety compliance for

future reference and as a commitment from the
architect’s and engineer’s side.
Existing Buildings & Facilities: For the existing
buildings, it is most important to know whether they
are safe according to the latest building codes, failing
which there may be a need for retrofitting. The second
important issue is the current physical condition of the
existing infrastructure. Buildings tend to live long in a
cost effective manner, if maintained periodically.
It may be noted that there is a lack of awareness on
retrofitting, though all are aware of maintenance.
Currently the data collection system in health and
education departments are maintenance-centred. As
a result, these two aspects of safety are mostly dealt
in isolation. It will be cost effective and consistent
with safety if these two are viewed as a single whole retrofit cum maintenance. To bring in a paradigm shift
in this regard, it is important to develop the following;
• A suitable toolkit for the top level management to
keep track with the retrofitting requirements of the
hospitals and schools - termed as TOOLKIT II.
• While Toolkit II will provide a comprehensive
picture on the retrofitting requirements, it needs
data on existing physical conditions of the
buildings to make rationalised decision on retrofit
cum maintenance actions. A supplement has been
designed to address this.
It addresses two issues, a) makes additions and
modifications to the existing EMIS/HIIS1 systems,
b) provides a graphical guide book to help the
end users to acquire more objective type data

Education Management Information System (EMIS, Health Infrastructure
Information System (HIIS)
1



on maintenance and some aspects of retrofitting
within the framework of existing HIIS and EMIS
forms. The supplement has been designed within
the capability of school teachers and medical staff
• The Toolkit II and the Supplement will enable the
line directorates to screen those which would
need further investigation for retrofitting need
assessment by experts. For the rest, the toolkit
and the supplement will help in prioritizing the
maintenance needs

1.3	

Who Does What And How

Toolkit I (Multi-Hazard safe New Design: Hospital
& School): The appointed architect/ engineer will
use toolkit I and report to the top level management
on the level of compliance of the design with safety
norms. Once top level management is satisfied with
the level of safety compliance of design, the filled-in
Toolkit I will be archived in the computer for future
reference.
Toolkit II: (Multi-Hazard safe Retrofitting: Existing
Hospital & School): The top level management will
appoint NGO/agency or similar group of people to do
the retrofitting need assessment once in three to four
years.

The toolkit II and the supplement will enable top
level management to estimate and prtoritize the
retrofit cum maintenance works in a holistic manner.
This will also enable one to decide whether detailed
investigation is required at a particular hospital or
school.

1.4	

Types Of Hazards

Since adequate literature is available on seismic, wind,
flood and fire hazards, the toolkit had address all four
of them.

1.5

Desktop Research

The biggest challenge in this project was to identify
the area where Toolkit could be developed amidst a
large number of existing books, manuals and other
literature on safe Hospital and school. Majority of
the existing literature in this domain were on seismic
safety and primarily addressed to the technical people.
Considering the shortage of time for the toolkit
development, utmost care was taken to make sure
that the optimum amount of documents from the
best sources are examined. The Toolkits developed in
this publication are heavily indebted to FEMA 577,
FEMA P-424, SDMC, NSET, and other sources, which
have been put up in the References.

Supplement to Toolkit II (The medical staff and the
school teachers with school management committee
will use this as an extension to the HIIS and EMIS data
format. This will be done annually.
This is the
Hospital Safety Toolkit Book 2: Retromaintenance: Multi-Hazard Safety Compliance



1.6

Process

Figure 1.1: Diagram showing steps of the toolkit
development
DESKTOP RESEARCH
Literature
supplied by
UN-Habitat
BKK

Based on analysis of documents &
other net-based articles, experience
of similar exercise, development
of concept note & draft toolkit
through interaction with BKK

Draft toolkit shared with, SAARC DMC, NDM, MHAs,
UNDP, India, Professors of structural engineering,
geologists (India, Nepal & Pakistan), MoE, MoHP, DUDBC,
Nepal, UNESCO, Pakistan and professional experts in
India, Nepal and Pakistan.

Peer Group Review (February- March 2012) by circulating
draft Toolkits to experts of different countries. Prior to
EGM at Kathmandu, reviews were analyzed and the
Toolkits were updated accordingly.

EGM (March 2012) at Kathmandu. Toolkits underwent
a detailed examination by a large group of professional
experts, academics and government representatives from
India, Nepal and Pakistan. Toolkits revised in the light of
the EGM.

With the help of the revised Toolkits, field tests were
conducted in Indian states, Nepal and Pakistan to
understand the usability of the toolkits as well as to get a
feedback.

Incorporate feedback and Final submission
TOOLKIT I
TOOLKIT II
SUPPLEMENT

CHAPTER 2
2.1	

How to Use the Toolkit II (Multi Hazard Retro-maintenance need Assessment of Hospitals)

IT IS FOR THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT'S TOP LEVEL MANAGEMENT (TLM), i.e., LINE DIRECTOR (INFRASTRUCTURE) & TEAM
THE
TARGET This will enable Top Level Management to get a comprehensive idea on retrofitting needs of existing hospitals
GROUP The Toolkit II enables TLM to view retrofitting and maintenance as a combined whole and screen those where detailed exam is needed
What does the Toolkit II do?
• The Toolkit II evaluates MULTI-HAZARD Retrofitting need of Hospital at a particular site
• It uses a checklist to calculate the safety compliance level of hospitals based on a semi-objective method

B

How does the management system work?
• A cadre of trained medical staff, local science graduate youths could be formed at district level to assess retrofitting needs with Toolkit II
• The survey team will visit the site, then fill in answers against each key question of Toolkit II to evaluate its multi hazard retrofitting needs
• This Toolkit enables TLM to know the compliance index of any hospital.
It also shows items which need retrofitting in the building and facilities
Combined Maintenance
Computerized data: Sent to
retrofitting Needs
• Toolkit II will enable the TLM to screen out hospitals which are safe
Line
Analysis and Decision by the Line director
& investigate those where compliance level is below acceptable
Directorate’s
experts
Create a cadre
Office
safety level (say 0.75)
of trained
• Screening of needs
medical staff,
• This will be stored in computerised database of Health Ministry
• Prioritize needs
localgraduate
as a record for all future planning
• Where detailed exam
youths & form
needed by specialists
• The above steps have been summarised in the shaded portion
assessment
• Where fund for retroteams at district
maintenance may be
of Figure on the right
HOSPITAL
level
released
• Since retrofit cum maintenance is the objective, working process of
• others
this ToolkitII (shown in shade) is shown with Health & Education
Retrofitting need
District Level
Annual inspecion by
assessment
department's regular system of maintenance data collection
Office
Medical staff/school
@3 to 4 years
Computerize data:
Teachers:Maintenance
• The existing maintenance data collection forms have been extended
Data Sent to
Extended HIIS
+Part retrofitting need
TOOLKIT FOR
District Office
and a summplement has been designed, which has been put in
RETRO NEED
SUPPLEMENT:+
Chapter on SUPPLEMENT
SPECIAL NOTES:
ASSESSMENT
EXTENDED HIIS
Shaded Portion Shows How This
• This Toolkit + Supplement will enable the TLM & experts to make
Toolkit Works
decisions on retro-maintenance

C

How does a designer use the Toolkit II?
• Safety complaince of an existing building is evaluated by answering CHECKLISTs in four worksheets 1) Seismic, 2) Wind, 3) Flood, 4) Fire
• Fill in the checklists of only those hazards which are relevant your project at a particular place, e.g., in Delhi, seismic, flood and fire will be relevant
• Take a worksheet, e.g. Seismic: Go through Column B "KEY QUESTIONS..." one by one. The page looks as follows- Read the top line, it is self-explanatory

Computerized
data to the LD

A

Rest of the Figure Shows Maintenance data
collection Mechanism of Ministry of Health



R E A D

T H I S

User will read the following key
questions in this column

A
EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
P1



B
KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
PLANNING
Have you done (or referred to a)
geological investigation report
to know if there is an active
major fault on or adjacent to your
proposed hospital site?

B E F O R E

A N S W E R I N G

T H E

K E Y

Specialists Specialists
can alter
can
Against Key Question, the User will
Users scale of key change key
choose the appropriate answer from
Input 1 question
question
the given options shown in this column
specific
specific
scoring importance
C
GUIDANCE NOTES+OPTIONS FOR
ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Q U E S T I O N S
DO NOT CHANGE THESE AT ALL

D
E
F
G
Answer Compliance
Issue
Weighted
As per Status 0-1 Imporatnce Compliance
Guidance
VI, I, LOW
C3XC4

If you have done/referred to geological
investigations write the source in column
0.75
VI
20.25
“REFERENCES/REMARKS” and then choose one
from the following options
Type “NA” if geological investigation
has been referred to, which shows that
the issue of fault line is not applicable
Special note: Consult local building in your case
department, State geologist, local Type 0, if you havent’t done or referred
to geological investigation for your site
university, or local geotechnical
Type 1, if the fault line is < 500m away
expert.
1
from the site
Type 2, if the fault line is between<
1000m away from the site
Type 3, if the fault is > 1000m away
from the site
The surveyor will read the key questions in columnB first. Based on the "GUIDANCE NOTES….." in Column C, surveyor will write the
answer in column D
The calculations for compliance index is done automatically
Column E and F should not be altered by the surveyor- it is strictly for the experts only.
Wherever instructed in the column C, the surveyor will write the requisites in column J "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
When one completes answering all issues under one category, e.g., Planning, the Compliance Index for Planning appears in column I
Repeat the process of answering questions in the remaining categories, viz., Architectural, Structural and Non-structural
Once you have answered all five categories of worksheet "SEISMIC", proceed to the next relevant worksheets and repeat the process

H
Ideal
Case

I
J
Compliance REFERENCES/REMARKS
index
0.49
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User’s Input 2:
Follow the instructions
in column C and
type in the necessary
information in this
column

D

E

On completion of this process go to the last worksheet "SUMMARY"--> you will see the following chart
WRITE NA TO THOSE HAZARDS WHICH NOT RELEVANT TO YOUR SITE
HAZARD SAFETY COMPLIANCE MATRIX
is this hazard → applicable at
Applicable
Applicable
Applicable
your site?
MULTI HAZARD WEIGHTED
COMPLIANCE
Seismic
Wind
Flood
Planning
0.49
NA
NA
Architectural
0.48
NA
NA
Structural
0.20
NA
NA
Non structural
0.15
NA
NA
Multi Hazard compliance index
0.36
Overall CI
0.43
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00

Applicable

Fire
0.38
0.34
0.25
0.17
0.28
1.00

There are four specialists' control in worksheet "SUMMARY"- each country to make country-specific modifications
ISSUE IMPORTANCE
SPECIALIST TO MODIFY THESE
VI
I
LI

27
9
3

1

Each key question has an importance VI/I/LI.
Specialists to determine this to suit country
specific context. Type VI/I or LI against each
key question in column F of worksheet
1 to 4. These values may be modified in
“SUMMARY”, Table at G22

VI→Very Important, I→Important, LI→low importance
Compliance Index
Scale of scoring
SPECIALIST TO MODIFY THESE 3
1. the one shown in the Table of 5 options
not addressed
0
2. Similar linear scale with 3 to 4 options
low
0.25
3. non linear variation of type 1 & 2
medium
0.5
4. Binary scale of “0” or “1”
high
0.75
1 completely addressed
1
Specialists may change these pattern of
scoring in column “E” of worksheet 1,2,3,4

CATEGORY WEIGHT
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2

2

Planning
Architectural
Structural
Non-structural

COUNTRY SPECIFIC
HAZARD WEIGHTS
W seis
1
Wwind
1
Wflood
1
Wfire
1

4

D14-E14-F14-G14 in
“SUMMARY” calculates
the overall compliance
index based on category
weight in Table at J23.
Specialists may change
these for each country

These will depend upon
hazard frequency &
magnitude of a country
Specialists will make
country specific hazard
weights in Table at J28
of “SUMMARY”


P1

F

Final output for the Top Level Management
• When a surveyor answers all four CHECKLISTS, the compliance indexes will be automatically
• Once you have filled in all the relevant worksheets, go to worksheet SUMMARY- you will see the chart on the right
• The surveyor will present this chart to the Top Level Management
• In case the compliance of a category is not 1 , the surveyor will explain the reasons as shown in the Gap
Matrix shown below

G

The following list is automaically generated showing where gaps exists. This will show where to work on to enhance the category score (planning/architectural/structural/nonstructural issues
Special Note: The Compliance Level Cut Offis a joint decision of the TLM and the specialists- it could be modified in E39 in "SUMMARY"
TLM MAY ↓ MODIFY THIS
COMPLIANCE INDEX CUT OFF LEVEL→
1
5
MULTI HAZARD COMPLIANCE GAP MATRIX
SEISMIC
WIND
seismic
ISSUES
ISSUES
compliance
PLANNING
Type 1, if the fault line is <500m
Type 5, if it is for
away from the site
pedestrian access only
0.15

P2
1
P3



Type 2, Minimum effect→i.e.,
if some of the neighbouring
buildings may collapse, however,
it will have minimum impact on
evacuation

0.75

Type 4 , if the probable
level of wind speed
reduction is < 10%
Type 2, if falling hazards
can cause damage to
the hospital, but will not
hamper its functioning

FLOOD
wind
compliance

ISSUES

FIRE
flood
compliance

ISSUES

fire
compliance

0.05

Type 1, if the damage
potential is low

0.9

Type 4, if the access road is suitable
for motorbike only not for cars

0.25

0.15

Type 1, if the damage
potential is high

0

Type 3, if flow (Hospital’s exposure
to external fire)

0.75

0.5

Type 3, if the plinth is
below expected flood
depth

Type 2, if there is no open space but
not adequate for gathering
0

0.5

H

What is the way forward
TLM will have a computerized document on retrofitting needs of all the existing hospitals
The same could be submitted to the local municipality for their record and evidence of safety
TLM with this tool will be able to get a comprehensive idea on the nation wide pattern of retrofitting requirements & help them to focus on the critical infrastructure
For accountability and accreditation, all private hospitals to sumbmit a filled in Toolkit II showing the retrofitting need and the actions they have taken to retrofit their hospitals and
facilities
Special Note 1
This Toolkit has considered four types of hazards. These have been adapted from different sources mentioned
in the References. If needed, country/zone/area specific minor modifications could be made to this Toolkit
However, such modifications should be done only at National level by experts and only if it is absolutely necessary
Special Note 2
This Toolkit has considered four types of hazards. However, if a country/zone/area has other types of hazards such as landslide,
flash flood, etc., additional worksheets could be added to the existing Toolkit to increase it's robustness
Special Note 3
A compact Disk has been attached with this toolkit which should be used to calculate the compliance index at National Level
after receiving the data from all the hospitals. Hard copies of only the relevant hazard checklists should be sent to the hospitals
from this Book 2 on retrofitting hospitals for multi-hazards
Special Note 4
The information from the "REFERENCES/REMARKS" will be of great importance. This will not only provide hospital specific safety gaps,
it will also bring forward nationwide pattern, if any, in the context of safety at macro level.This will help in policy reforms
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CHAPTER 3
3.1	

General Information: Hospital

Retrofitting of Existing Hospital: Multi-Hazard Safety Assessment

Form Number #

Organisation Identification Details

Mailing Details

Key:

Plot No				

(Unique Code used in Organisation)

Street /Roa d Name

Name:
Other Name:

Building Name
Mailing Address:
Town / City:
State/District

Communication Details

Postal code:

Telephone (Main): (__ __ __) __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Tel. (Toll free): (__ __ __) __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Reading 1

Reading 2

Fax: (__ __ __) __ __ __ __ __ __ __

GPS (S):

___ ___ . ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ . ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Email Address: _____________________@_________

GPS (E):

___ ___ . ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ . ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Website (URL):

Personal Contact Details of Hospital Representative

Preferred Method of Contact:

_______

________________

_________________

Tel

Title

First
Name

Last
Name

Cell

Fax

Email

Designation (Job Title)

(__ __ __) __ __ __ __ __ __ __

(__ __ __) __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Telephone Number

Cell Number

Best time to contact you

_____________________@____________________
Email Address
Surveyor:

Date completed by:

Signed:
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Infrastructure Details (Services available)
General Information
Parking:

Yes

No

Access Road:

Yes

No

Yes

No

Type:

Blacktop

Concrete

Gravel

Kutcha

any other

Generator

no supply

No of storeys of the building
Total building height from ground level
Electricity status:
No of basements, if any

meters
Connected
Yes

load bearing wall
Yes

No

Number of buildings:
Total floor area in sqm
Total no of occupants in the building
PREPARE A SITE PLAN: PROPORTIONATE SKETCH: SCAN IT
This will be done once and should be preserved.
Subsequent additions and alterations done to the campus and/or buildings will be recorded by mentioning the date.
This part may need assistance of a local level engineer/surveyor.
• Draw the campus boundary first
• Draw the open spaces and write on the paper such as play field, water body etc.
• Draw the buildings and mark them as B1, B2 etc.
• Draw the toilets T1, T2 , Drinking Water facilities DW1, DW2 and the disposal system ,
• Write the evacuation road width
• Draw the big trees/ transmission tower, if any, inside and near the compound
• For each building use the format in the following pages and carryout the defect identification and recording.
• Mark the highest observed flood water level on the wall of one of the existing buildings, if applicable
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Solar

No

Structural system
Water supply available:

Metered Supply
RCC frame

Steel

Shearwall system or any other

4

Write the plinth height from ground level - also
Write the high flood level with respect to the plinth level

5’

5
5’

• At corner 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mark at 5’ as shown in the above
figure and the measure the distance “a1, a2, a3, a4 …..” at all
five corners.
• Measure 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5 and 5-1 in meters and write on the
above drawing
• First measure the plinth height of B1 or B2 and mark on the
drawing as shown. Take a level pipe and mark the high flood
level of the plinth level. For example, if the high flood level is
600mm below the plinth, then write HFL (-600). In case the
high flood level is 900mm above the plinth level then write HFL
(+900)
• Write about existing use pattern of the adjacent plots

5’

a

North

e
© trr

5’

EXAMPLE OF SITE PLAN

Pond

a

5’

Play Ground

B1

3

a

T1
5’
1

DW1

Ga
te

5’
B2

a
5’

Hospital
Boundary

a
5’

5’

Ro

ad

2

ASSET REGISTER: Record of the hospital facilities and their physical conditions: Use separate pages if necessary
Facilities
mark as/
site plan

No of storey

Function of the
facility and no
of rooms

Who
Year of
Cost of initial
History of
Type of construction methods adopted in
Maintenance
MULTI HAZARD
constructed construction/ construction
building
the building
requirements of the
INDEX
it
age
(USD)
maintenance
building **
Foundation

Wall

Roof Floor finish

B1
B2
…
**
Type 1 if the building/ facility is in good condition - no need for maintenance,

Type 4 if the building/ facility needs major repairs, roof leagake, floor/wall cracks

Type 2 if the building/ facility is in OK condition, need for routine maintenance,

Type 5 if the building/ facility is unsafe – to be replaced- foundation unsafe

Type 3 if the building/ facility needs minor repair, e..g., hairline cracks
SPECIAL NOTE: FOR EVERY BUILDING SHOWN IN THE ASSET REGISTER, CARRY OUT SAFETY COMPLAINCE
ASSSESSMENT FOLLOWING THE "USER INSTRUCTION" AND TABULATE THE MULTI HAZARD INDEX IN COLUMN "M"
13
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ANNEXURE I: Seismic Safety Evaluation: FOR EASE OF FILLING ANSWERS TO
KEY QUESTIONS, ONLY THE COLUMN A, B, C, D & J HAVE BEEN SHOWN HERE
R E A D

T H I S

B E F O R E

A N S W E R I N G

T H E

K E Y

Q U E S T I O N S

User's
Input 1

User's input 2: Follow
the instructions in
column C and type in the
necessary information in
this column

C

D

J

GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Answer As
per Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

User will read the following key questions in this
column

Against each Key Question, the User will choose the appropriate
answer from the given options shown in this column

A

B

EXPLANATORY
SKETCH

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
PLANNING

building

P1

distance

earth’s surface
active
major fault

P2

If you are aware of geologic investigations write the source in column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS" and then choose one from the following options
Are you aware of geological investigation report to
Type "NA" if geological investigation has been referred to , which
know if there is an active major fault on or adjacent
shows that the issue of fault line is not applicable in your case
to the existing hospital site?
Type 0, if you haven't done or referred to geological investigations for
your site
Special note: Consult local building department, State
Type 1, if the fault line is < 500m away from the site
geologist, local university, or local geotechnical expert.
Type 2, if the fault line is between 500m -1000m from the site
Type 3, if the fault line is >1000m away from the site
Depending upon the type of access road to your site choose one from the following
options;
Type 1, if two or more roads from mainstreet to building, wide enough
to allow one fire engine to reach, reverse and return to the mainroad
An important aspect of safety of a building is the type
Type 2, if there is one access road suitable for fire engine access &
of access road from main road to the site of the new
movement
hospital
Type 3, if access road is for cars and not fire engine
Type 4, If the access road is suitable for motorbike only and not for
cars
Type 5, if it is for pedestrian access only
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EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
P3
Collapse of
buildings had
blocked many
access roads in the
old town of Bhuj,
India (earthquake,
2001). It had made
rescue and relief
extremely dificult

P4
Providing onsite
backup for water,
power gas, etc. is
not adequate. They
need housekeeping
and periodic
maintenance as well
P5

Buildings too
close may lead to
pounding

16

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Answer As
per Guidance
Visit the site and visually assess the severity of impact on safe evacuation and access
of services to the site immediately after an earthquake → Choose one from the
following options
Type 1, No effect→ i.e., if the existing road is wide enough and the
surrounding buildings are unlikely to fall during earthquake or there is/
During earthquake, buildings along the access road to are alternative routes to the hospital, unlikely to be blocked by falling
your site may collapse and block it, thus affecting post buildings, power lines, etc.
earthquake evacuation and entrance for service
Type 2, Minimum effect → i.e., if some of the neighbouring buildings
may collapse, however, it will have minimum impact on evacuation
Type 3, Medium effect→ i.e., if part collapse may take place, however,
it will have medium impact on evacuation
Type 4, Maximum effect→i.e., if possible collapse of neighbouring
buildings are likely to completely block the road from evacuation
Additional systems increase the probability of a hospital remaining functional after
disaster. Choose one from the following options
Type 1, If in-house backup sources of a)water, b)power and c)gas
have been provided in the hospital for 24-48 hrs
Type 2, If in-house backup sources of a)water and b)power or c)gas
Municipal utilities such as water, power, and gas, are
have been provided in the hospital for 24-48 hrs
often disrupted in strong shaking. Therefore, onsite
Type 3, If inhouse backup sources of only b)power or c)gas have been
backups should provide 48 hours of use.
provided in the hospital for 24-48 hrs
Type 4, If inhouse backup sources of only a)water have been provided
in the hospital for 24-48 hrs
Type 5, If there are no inhouse backup sources of a)water, b)power &
c)gas in the hospital
Write the distance (in meters) of the nearest building/structure from the hospital
under consideration in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type 1, if adequate gap has been provided to avoid pounding effect
If your building is in seismic Zone V,IV or III, then
have you provided adequate distance from adjacent
buildings or other structures from the project building
Type 0, if adequate gap not provided to avoid pounding effect
to avoid pounding effect?
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
P6

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Whether open space is available adjacent to the
building for people to assemble during/immediately
after earthquake ?

Answer As
per Guidance
In the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS, write the approximate length and width of
such open space and the number of people who will need it Choose one from the
following options
Type 1, if there is adequate open space for gathering
Type 2, if there is open space, but not adequate for gathering
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Type 3, if there is no open space for available for gathering

Site plan showing
open space

Choose one from the following options
Type 1, If there is space to expand the existing emergency unit to
Is there space available for expansion in case of
twice its present area
Space for
emergency/mass casualty? For example emergency
expansion
Type 2, If there is space to expand the existing emergency unit to 1.5
department near outpatient deptt. will help to expand
times its present area
emergency service and increase emergency capacity
Emergency
Type 3, If there is space to expand the existing emergency unit to 1.25
of the hospital.
Ward
times its present area
Type 4, If there is no space to expand the existing emergency unit
ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
A1
Move in and around the building & assess the level of symmetry of the building plan
and then choose one from the following that is appropriate
Type 1, if the shapes is regular, structure has uniform plan, and there
Is the architectural/structural configuration irregular
are no elements that would cause twisting of building
in plan?
Plan forms such as
Type 2, if Shape is irregular but structure is uniform
T,L etc are irregular
Type 3, if Shapes are irregular and structure is not uniform
P7

A2

Action

Section

Plan

Two portions of the
same building have
different masses:
vertical

Is there vertical irregularity in architectural/structural
configuration?

Move in and around the building & assess the level of symmetry of the building
massing and then choose one from the following that is appropriate
Type 1, if storey heights are of very similar (i.e., they differ by < 5%);
there are no discontinuous or irregular elements.
Type 2, if storey heights are similar (they differ by > 5% but <20%)
and there are few discontinuous or irregular elements;

Type 3, if storey heights differs by >20% and there are significant
discontinuous or irregular elements
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EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
A3

Ramps to be
provided for people
to be wheeled out
quickly

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Answer As
per Guidance
Examine the existing access routes against codes/standards, mention it in the column
"REFERENCES/REMARKS →Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if the design has provision for easy evacuation of physically
challenged people
Are there provisions for physically challenged-friendly
Type 2, if the existing provision for evacuation of physically challenged
access to the buildings and functional areas?
people is average
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Type 3, if the design is poor for evacuation of physically challenged
people

Move in and out of the building to assess if exits have been provided for easy
evacuation of the occupants. Choose one option from the following
Type 1, if one or more exit corridors of at least 2.4 meters width exists,
exit
door
which are well lit, easy to identify and use in emergency
Is there a provision for emergency exit in the building Type 2, if one or more exit corridors of width less than 2.4 m but
Wide corridor
plan?
greater than 1.2m exists, which are well lit, easy to identify and use in
with signage for
emergency
easy evacuation in
Type 3, if only one corridor of less than 1.2m width exists for
emergency
emergency exit
Type 4, there is no emergency exist in design
A5
Inspect the glass & other panels to know if they have safe detailing. Choose one from
Glass must be
the following options
Type NA, this is not applicable
installed in the
Type 1, if the existing detail of glass in openings is safe for drift of the
openings with
Are glass and other panels fixed in openings in a way
structure
adequate space/
so that they will not be affected due to drift of the
cushioning between
main structural frame during earthquake?
glass and the lintel,
Type 0, if the existing detail of glass in openings is not safe for drift of
jambs and sill to
the structure
accommodate drift of
the structural system
Choose one from the following options
A6 If not fiixed
Type NA, if this is not applicable
adequately, such
Type 1, If the tiles are fixed to the walls with bolts or equivalent glue
Are there tiles fixed on the walls particularly those
tiles may come off
or other methods
surrounding exit staircases? If yes, then are those
during earthquake,
adequately fitted with bolts (or equivalent glue) for
making exit of the
Type 0, If the tiles are not fixed to the walls with bolts or equivalent
seismic safety?
occupants unsafe
glue or other methods
or impossible
A4
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REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
A7
RCC band or
equivalent as top
arrester

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Are parapets securely attached to the building
structure to stop it from falling during earthquake?

Answer As
per Guidance
Unreinforced masonry parapets are especially vulnerable if the wall top is not secured
Type NA if there is no parapet in your building
Type 1, if the parapet wall has a RCC band on top with vertical
reinforcements anchored to the slabs at regular intervals
Type 2, if similar arrangement as RCC band exists to stop the parapet
wall from falling
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Roof
Type 3, if parapets are not restrained at all

Parapet
Wall Section
A8
h
idt
heign

w

len

gth

Length/breath ratio and Height/width ratio of the
building within permissible limit as per code?

Mention the code name in the column "REFERENCES/ REMARKS"
Type 1, if the length/ breadth/ height ratios are within safe limit
Type 2, if the length/ breadth/ height ratios are marginally out of safe
limit
Type 3, if Medium level of variation of length/ breadth/ height ratio
from safe limit
Type 4, if major variation from safe limit of length/ breadth/ height

1

A

A9
B

C

2
3

Good example:
Building plan shows
that the columns are
in grid lines in both
directions

Are the walls and/or columns provided in grid lines in
each direction of the plan?

Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if all walls and/or columns are in grid in both directions
Type 2, if all walls &/or columns are in grid in one direction & some
(<15%) not in grid in other direction
Type 3, if some walls &/or columns are in grid >15% but <25%

Type 4, if >25% of walls and/or columns are not in grid
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EXPLANATORY
SKETCH

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
STRUCTURAL ISSUES

S1
In many places
micro zoning
maps may not
be available.
Is the existing building safe according to the seismic
However, if it
micro zoning factors?
exists, the engineer
must follow the
micro zoning
recommendations in
design
Are you aware of Geotechnical set up of the areas
S2
(soil condition) & have you chosen structural system
Steel
based on soil type & sesimic zone
braced
frame

If your site has soft/poor soil (<10 t/sqm)→
Shear
walled
structure

If your site has medium soil (10-30 t/sqm) →
RCC
frame
structure

If your site has hard soil (>30t/sqm)
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→

GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Answer As
per Guidance

If Micro-Zonation map is available then mention the source in the column
"REFERENCES/ REMARKS". If you feel that a rapid structural assessment by a
specialist is needed mention in column "REFERENCES/ REMARKS".
Type "NA" If Micro-Zonation map is not available and also write "not
available" in the column "REFERENCES/ REMARKS"
Type 1, if the existing building is safe as per the micro zonation
recommendations
Type 0, if the existing building is not safe as per the micro zonation
recommendations
If you have information on geological setup in which your site is located, please
mention the source in the column "REFERENCES/ REMARKS";
Type 1, If the building has a light weight rigid structural system, e.g.,
steel braced frame, steel tube frames, etc. on pile or similar deep
foundations
Type 2 If the building is not based on structural system according to
soil condition
Type 3, If the building has a rigid structural system with short period,
e.g., shear walled, steel braced, confined masonry, etc
Type 4, If the building is not based on structural system according to
soil condition
Type 5 If the building has a flexible system with long period, e.g., RCC
frame structure, base isolation, etc
Type 6 If the building is not based on structural system according to
soil condition

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
S3
Before
earthquake:
interlocking
forces in soil
particles

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
Was liquefaction effect considered in the existing
building design- if applicable for your site?
Soft soil that can lead to force amplification or
liquefaction

Answer As
per Guidance
Mention the source of information on this issue regarding your site in column
"REFERENCES/ REMARKS" and choose one from the following options.
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Type NA, liquefaction issue was found not applicable
Type 1, if liquefaction is applicable and it was considered in design
Type 2, if liquefaction is applicable and it was not considered in
design

During
earchquake:
reduced
interlocking
forces in soil
particles
During
earchquake:
when
liquefaction
happens

Look at the past record, drawings of the building
Type 3, if neither any source of information was referred to nor the
effect of liquefaction effect in design was considered

S4

Section shows
that load path
of the building is
discontinuous- this
is not desirable

Is there a continuous load path from all structural
components of the building to the foundation?

Move in and around the building and check. If you feel that a specialist's input is
needed mention in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type 1, if the load path is continuous
Type 2, if there is a minor deviation from the load path

A continuous load path enables a structure to act
together as a whole when shaken. Connections from
walls to floors and roofs should also form part of this
Type 3, if there is a major deviation from load path
load path.
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EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
S5

For seismic safety,
a masonry building
should have;
1. RCC bands at
plinth & lintel level
2. vertical
reinforcements at
wall junctions & on
two sides of each
door/ window,
S6

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
If the hospital is a Masonry Structure, were vertical
reinforcements & horizontal bands provided in walls
according to code?

Unreinforced masonry has proven very vulnerable
in strong shaking. To improve seismic performance
of masonry buildings one needs to provide,
reinforcements at all wall corners and RCC bands at
plinth, window sill and lintel level

Ductile detail
Was the reinforcement detailing done as per code to
enables a structure
ensure ductility of the structure?
to undergo large
deformation before
failure. It gives
adequate warning
to the occupants
before failure
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Answer As
REFERENCES/REMARKS
per Guidance
This is difficult to assess in an existing building. One has to refer to historical data, if
available. Mention in cloumn "REFERENCES/ REMARKS" if you could not do this bit of
inspection
Type "NA", if it is not a masonry structure or if the inspection could
not be done
Type 1, if reinforcement at all wall corners and horizontal RCC bands
at plinth and lintel levels have been provided
Type 2, if only the RCC bands have been provided
Type 3, if only corner reinforcments have been provided
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Type 4, If no horizontal band and vertical reinforcements provided
This is difficult to assess in an existing building. One has to refer to historical data, if
available. Mention in cloumn "REFERENCES/ REMARKS" if you could not do this bit of
inspection
Type "NA", if not applicable or the inspection could not be done
Type 1, of ductile detailing has been adopted as per codes
Type 2, if ductile detailing is partially done

Type 3, if ductile detailing has not been done as per code

EXPLANATORY
KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSKETCH
SAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
S7
It is mandatory to
consider seismic
Was seismic load considered in the building design?
force on a building
if it is in earthquake
prone area.
S8
The code (e.g. IS 1893, 2002) has recommended
dynamic analysis for buildings of certain heights,
H>=40m
vertical and plan symmetries and seismic zones.
Zone IV/V
Read the following and identify the combination of
symmetry, height and seismic zone your building
belongs to↓
Category 1: if row E57= 1, & E61=1, i.e., building is
symmetric and it's height >= 40 meters and the site is
H>=90m
in seismic zone IV or V →
Zone II/III
Category 2:if row E57= 1, & E61=1, i.e., building is
symmetric and it's height >=90 meters and the site is
in seismic zone II or III →
Category 3: if row E57 or E61<1, i.e., building is
H>=12m
assymmetric and it's height >=12 meters and the site
Zone IV/V
is in seismic zone IV or V→
Category 4:if row E57 or E61 <1, i.e., building is
assymmetric and it's height>= 40 meters and the site
is in seismic zone II or III→
H>=40m
Zone II/III

Category 5: None of the categories 1 to 4

Answer As
REFERENCES/REMARKS
per Guidance
This is difficult to assess in an existing building. One has to refer to historical data, if
available. Mention in cloumn "REFERENCES/ REMARKS" if you could not do this bit of
inspection
Type NA if you could not ascertain this
Type 1, If sesimic load has been considered in design
Type 0, If sesimic load has not been considered in design
Answer only the option that is applicable for your hospital
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

If you could not carry out this inspection and feel that a specialist's input is needed,
mention it in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type 1, if you have done dymanic analysis of seismic force
Type 2, if dymanic analysis of seismic force was not carried out or
inspection could not be done
Type 3, if you have done dymanic analysis of seismic force
Type 4, if dymanic analysis of seismic force was not carried out or
inspection could not be done
Type 5, if you have done dymanic analysis of seismic force
Type 6, if dymanic analysis of seismic force was not carried out or
inspection could not be done
Type 7, if you have done dymanic analysis of seismic force
Type 8, if dymanic analysis of seismic force was not carried out or
inspection could not be done
Type 9, If your building does not fall under anyone of the categories
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EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
S9
Mechanical
equipment/
batteries can have
considerable self
weight and will
transfer a part of
their loads to the
structure during
earthquake- this
must be considered
in design
S10
Different column
heights: building on
slope

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS
Choose one from the following options
Type "NA" if not applicable
Type 1, if load of mechanical equipement, batteries have been
considered in design

Has load of mechanical equipements, batteries been
considered in design?

Type 0, If load of mechanical equipement, batteries have not been
considered in design

This is difficult to assess in an existing building. One has to refer to historical data, if
Was Short column effect been considered in structural
available. Mention in cloumn "REFERENCES/ REMARKS" if you could not do this bit of
analysis and design?
inspection
Type "NA", if not applicable or the inspection could not be done
Type 1, if short column effect considered in the structure?

Special note: short columns attract more seismic load
Different column than tall columns. In framed structure, short column
heights: mezzanine effect may be highly detrimental and hence, such
Type 0, if short column effect not considered in the structure?
effect must be considered in design
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Answer As
per Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
S11

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
For Masonry buildings, the locations of doors &
windows are very important. Check if they are as per
safety

If not followed, there could be severe damage to the
In masonry
building
buildings, these
should be at least
S12
Check if the total width of doors and windows in a
wall is > = half the total wall length
W2
L
W1+W2<= 0.5L
W1

NS1

Needs flexible
connection to
accommodate
seismic movement
and to avoid joint
failure
NS2
During earthquake
plumbing lines may
break and roof top
water tanks may
topple leaving no
water for drinking

If this is is not followed, there will be possibility of
sliding of the portion of the wall above window sill
NON STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Are AC ducts, AC piping provided with flexible
connections?

Differential movement between sections of the
building can cause breakage and leaks in pipe and
duct joints if no provision is made for movement.

Are plumbing lines, rooftop/overhead water tank
safely placed and anchored adequately

Answer As
per Guidance
Each door or window should be at lease 600mm away from wall corners. The
space between two openings should also be at least 600mm. Choose one from the
following options
Type "NA", if not a masonry building
Type 1, if doors, windows are at least 600mm away from wall corner
and there is at least 600mm wide wall between two openings
Type 0, if doors, windows are not 600mm away from wall corner and/
or there is < 600mm wide wall between two openings
Add the door and window widths on a wall and check if it is > the wall length.
Choose one from the following
Type "NA", if not a masonry building
Type 1, If total door+window width in a wall is < its wall length & this
is true for all walls of the building
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Type 0, If total door+window width in a wall is > its wall length

Choose one from the following options
Type "NA" if there is no Airconditioning system in the hospital
Type 1, if both AC ducts and AC piping have been provided with
flexible connections
Type 2, if either AC ducts or AC piping is provided with flexible
connections
Type 3, if neither AC ducts or AC piping is provided with flexible
connections
If there is no water supply then mention it in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type 1, if plumbing lines & rooftop/overhead water tank are
1
adequately supported & secured or there is a hand pump
Type 0, if plumbing lines & rooftop/overhead water tank are not
supported & secured or there is no water supply
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EXPLANATORY
KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSKETCH
SAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
NS3
During earthquake
fire protection lines
Is fire protection piping correctly installed and braced?
may break leaving
no water for fire
fighting
NS4

Flexible

NS5
This could be a
falling hazard
NS6
Make sure that that
they do not topple
or slide

Are gas lines to laboratories provided with flexible
connection? Otherwise thay can cause dangerous
leaks & may cause fire

Answer As
per Guidance
If fire protection piping does not exist, mention this in the column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS". Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", if fire protection piping does not exist
Type 1, if fire protection piping correctly installed and braced
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Type 0, if fire protection piping not correctly installed and braced
If there is no lab in the hospital, mention this in the column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS" →Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", if there is no lab.
Type 1, if you have provided flexible joints and the lines are clamped
at suitable points
Type 0, if you have not provided flexible joints and the lines clamped
at suitable points

Choose one from the following options. If suspended lighting fixtures do not exist,
mention this in the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Are suspended lighting fixtures securely attached,
Type "NA", if suspended lighting fixtures do not exist
Type 1, if suspended lighting fixtures are securely attached and braced
braced, or designed to stop sideway movement?
Type 0, if suspended lighting fixtures are not securely attached and
braced
Have you addressed this issue? If there is no Boiler, Mention this in the column
Are boilers and other tanks securely braced?
"REFERENCES/ REMARKS"
Type "NA", if the building does not have a Boiler
Gas heaters or tanks with flammable or hazardous
Type 1, if boilers and other tanks securely braced
materials must be secured against toppling or sliding.
Type 0, boilers and other tanks not securely braced
Have these been secured against movement? If emergency generator does not exist,
mention this in the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type "NA", if emergency generator does not exist
Is generator and associated equipment secured
Type 1, if emergency generator etc. are secured against movement
against movement?

NS7
The generator,
batteries, and other
electrical equipment
are necessary
for emergency
operation.
NS8
Switch gear and
transformers are
heavy and sliding or Is heavy electrical equipment adequately secured?
movement failure
can shutdown the
electrical system.
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Type 0, if emergency generator etc. are not secured against movement
Have you addressed this issue? If heavy electrical equipment does not exist, Mention
this in the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS";
Type "NA", if heavy electrical equipment does not exist
Type 1, if heavy electrical equipment is adequately secured
Type 0, if heavy electrical equipment is not secured

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
NS9

Heavy equipment
may slide and break
utility connections.

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Is heavy mechanical equipment adequately secured
(anchored)? Heavy equipment may slide and break
utility connections.

Answer As
per Guidance
Are they adequately secured by appropriate anchorage? If there is no such
equipment, mention this in the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS" → choose one
from the following
Type "NA", if your building does not have such equipment
Type 1, if heavy mechanical equipment is adequately secured
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Type 0, if if heavy mechanical equipment not secured
Mention it in the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS, if the hospital does not elevators →
Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", if elevators do not exist
Type 1, if the elevator cars, counterweights, and equipment are
anchored for seismic forces
Type 0, if the elevator cars, counterweights, and equipment are not
anchored for seismic forces
Have you provided it? If elevators do not exist, mention this in the column
"REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type "NA", elevators do not exist
Is at least one elevator in each wing connected to the
Type 1, if at least one elevator in each wing is connected to the
emergency power system?
emergency power system
Type 0, if none of the elevators are connected to the emergency power
system
If the hospital does not have Oxygen tank, mention it in the column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS" →Choose one from the following options
Are the bulk Oxygen tank and associated equipment
Type "NA", if bulk oxygen tank does not exist in the hospital
secured? Especially the legs, anchorage, and
Type 1, if the bulk oxygen tank and associated equipment are secured
foundations of large tanks
Type 0, if the bulk oxygen tank and associated equipment are not
secured
If the hospital does not have Nitrogen Storage, mention it in the column
"REFERENCES/REMARKS" →Choose one from the following options
Is Nitrogen storage secured? Loose tanks may fall and
Type "NA", if Bulk Nitrogen Store does not exist
break connections.
Type 1, if nitrogen storage is secured
Type 0, if nitrogen storage is not secured

NS10
The architect should
Are the elevator cars, counterweights, and equipment
co-ordinate with
anchored for seismic forces?
the lift supplier to
address this issue
NS11
Elevator needs
power to enable
vertical patient
movement.
NS12
Make sure that the
anchorage, bracing
and connections are
adequate against
horizontal force
NS13
Strap them with the
wall at base. mid
height and top
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EXPLANATORY
SKETCH
NS14

KEY QUESTIONS ON SEISMICSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Answer As
per Guidance
if there is no fire alarm equipment in the hospital, mention this in the column
"REFERENCES/REMARKS" →Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", if there is no fire alarm equipment
Type 1, if fire alarm equipment is secured against movement
GUIDANCE NOTES + OPTIONS FOR ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Is fire alarm equipment secured against movement?
Equipment can slide or topple, breaking connections.
Make sure that the
anchorage, bracing
and connections are
adequate against
horizontal force
NS15

Type 0, if fire alarm equipment not secured against movement

if there is no such equipment in the hospital, mention this in the column
"REFERENCES/ REMARKS" →Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", if there is no such equipment
Type 1, if communications components, including antennas are
adequately braced and supported

Communication Are communications components, including antennas,
adequately braced and supported?
antenna: make
sure that the
Type 0, if communications components, including antennas are not
anchorage, bracing
braced and supported
and connections are
adequate against
horizontal force
NS16
if there is no generator in the hospital, mention this in the column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS" →Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", if there is no generator.
Is there base isolation for generator?
Type 1, if base isolation has been done for generator
An example of base
Type 0, if base isolation has not been done for generator
isolator
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REFERENCES/REMARKS

ANNEXURE II: WIND SAFETY EVALUATION: FOR EASE OF FILLING ANSWERS TO
KEY QUESTIONS, ONLY THE COLUMN A, B, C, D & J HAVE BEEN SHOWN HERE
R E A D

T H I S B E F O R E

A N S W E R I N G T H E K E Y Q U E S T I O N S

User will read the following key questions in
this column

Against each Key Question, the User will choose the
appropriate answer from the given options shown in this
column

User’s
Input 1

User’s input 2: Follow the
instructions in column C
and type in the necessary
information in this column

A

B

C

D

J

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

PLANNING
Depending upon the type of access road to your site, choose one from the
following options;
Type 1, if two or more roads from mainstreet to building, wide
enough to allow one fire engine to reach, reverse and return
An important aspect of safety of a building is
to the mainroad
the type of access road from the main road to
Type 2, if there is one access road of the above type
the site of the new hospital
Type 3, if access road is for cars and not fire engine
Type 4, If the access road is suitable for motorbike only and
not for cars
Site plan showing access roads
Type 5, if it is for pedestrian access only
Based on historical data and community experience judge this issue.
Mention the source of information in column "REFRENCES/REMARKS", if
P2
referred to
Building
Type 1 , if the probable level of wind speed reduction is >
Sea
Will the surrounding landscape and
50%
topography reduce wind speed on your
Type 2 , if the probable level of wind speed reduction is >
building?
25% but <50%
Type 3 , if the probable level of wind speed reduction is >
The mound reduces wind load on the
10% but <25%
building from the sea side
Type 4 , if the probable level of wind speed reduction is <
10%
Mound

P1
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

P3
Are there trees and/or towers too close to
the building that may fall on it during high
wind/cyclone?
Tower too close to the building
P4
Mound
building
Mound

Plan showing wind tunnel effect on
building

Is there a potential wind tunnelling effect
at site due to the surrounding topography
and/or adjacent buildings and structures

Answer
As per
Guidance
Depending upon the type of falling hazards at your site, choose one from
the following options
Type 1, if falling hazards can stop the hospital from
functioning
Type 2, if falling hazards can cause damage to the hospital,
but will not hamper its fucntioning
Type 3, if there is no threat of falling of trees/towers, etc
GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Choose one from the following options
Type NA, if wind tunnelling effect does not exist
Type 1, if wind tunnelling effect exists and you have
considered it in design
Type 0, if wind tunnelling effect exists but you did/ could not
consider it in design

ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
A1
Is the architectural/structural configuration
irregular in plan?
Plan forms such as T,L etc are
irregular
A2

Action

Reaction

Section

Plan

Two portions of the same building
have different masses: vertical
irregularity
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Is there vertical irregularity in architectural/
structural configuration?

Move in and around the building & assess the level of symmetry of the
building plan and then choose one from the following that is appropriate
Type 1, if Shapes are regular, structure has uniform plan, and
there are no elements that would cause torsion
Type 2, if Shapes are irregular but structure is uniform;
Type 3, if Shapes are irregular and structure is not uniform
Move in and around the building & assess the level of symmetry of
the building massing and then choose one from the following that is
appropriate
Type 1, if storey heights are of very similar (i.e., they differ by
< 5%); there are no discontinuous or irregular elements.
Type 2, if storey heights are similar (they differ by > 5% but
<20%) and there are few discontinuous or irregular elements;
Type 3, if storey heights differs by >20% and there are
significant discontinuous or irregular elements

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES
A3

Answer
As per
Guidance
How does your building feature in this context? Choose one from the
following options
Type 1, if regular in plan and masing
Type 2, if regular in plan and irregular in massing
Does the building have a uniform shape
presenting minimum obstruction to the wind Type 3, if both plan and massing are irregular
KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Uniform shapes presenting minimum
obstruction to the wind

A4
If you know the geo-climatic
Is the building suitably oriented considering
conditions of the site based on
the prevailing wind direction
historical data, it is best to orient the
building to face the least wind force.

A5
It is important to have latches
located for easy manoeuvring
during high wind

Do the door and windows have a good and
accessible latch?

A6

Is there a balance of the size of openings on
opposite walls

Plan showing balanced opening on
opposite walls

In terms of orientation of building what is your assessment on probable
building performance against wind forces
Type 1, if good (building suitably oriented considering the
prevailing wind direction)
Type 2, if medium (building more or less suitably oriented
considering the prevailing wind direction)
Type 3, if low (building not really oriented considering the
prevailing wind direction)
Type 4, if very low (building not oriented considering the
prevailing wind direction)
Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if both doors and windows have accessible and good
latches
Type 2, if some of the doors & windows have accessible and
good latches
Type 3 if niether doors or windows have accessible and good
latches
Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if good balance of the size of openings on opposite
walls
Type 2, if medium balance of the size of openings on opposite
walls
Type 3, if low balance of the size of openings on opposite
walls
Type 4, if very low balance of the size of openings on opposite
walls
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

A7

Hip roof the best

Pitch roof slope (30-45deg )

Have you used a pitch or hip roof?
Roof pitch between 30-45 deg to minimize
suction caused by negative pressure

Answer
As per
Guidance
Hip roofs have the best record of resistance, the next best is gable roof
with a pitch of 30-450 , low gable roof and flat roof have the worst record
Type NA, if not applicable
Type 1, if you have used a hip roof of slope > 20deg
Type 2, if you have used a pitch roof and the slope is 30-450
Type 3, if you have used a pitch roof and the slope is 20-290
Type 4, if you have used a pitch roof and the slope is <190
GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Safe slope (30-45 deg)

A8
Ideally the entire building should be
safe from missiles/debris. If not, then
a few encosures should be designed
as shelter for the occupants during
cyclone/high wind

A9
Suitable detail should be made to
make sure that the storm shutter
does not hamper easy handling of
the glass shutters in normal
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This is difficult to asses. The surveyor has to go by visual judgement in this
regard and also, if possible, refer to historical data
Type "NA" if missile/debris are not likely to pound on the
building
In places where missile/debris are highly likely
Type 1 , if missile/debris are highly likely to pound on
to pound on a building, then have you built
a building, iand there is an enclosure to provide debris
an enclosure to provide debris protection?
protection?
Type 0 , if missile/debris are highly likely to pound on
a building, and there is no enclosure to provide debris
protection?
Choose one from the following options
In case there is a possibility of occurance of Type "NA" if not applicable in your case
missile, have you provided storm shutters to Type 1, if building is in missile prone area and you have
protect the glass panes of the windows and provided storm shutters
Type 0, if building is in missile prone area and you have not
openings?
provided storm shutters

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

STRUCTURAL ISSUES
S1
The engineer should take account
of the local conditions such as
wind tunneling effect, obstructions
reducing wind speed, etc.

Was the design wind speed considered at the
site along with a) building height, b)width,
c) height and d) topographic features? (e.g.,
IS 875 Part 3, 1987: Vz → design wind speed,
k1→ risk co-efficient ,k2→terrain, height & size
factor & k3 topography factor)

S2
Engineers should be careful about
Are there interior non-load-bearing walls?
the presence of such walls since one
Unreinforced brick, concrete, and other types
might overlook this important issue
of masonry walls are vulnerable in wind load
in the complex process of analysis
of the main structural system
S3
Connection

Have you considered A, B & C (anchorage,
bracing, connection) of safety in your design?

bracing

Make sure of strong fixings and joints
between all elements: foundations- wallsAnchor
cladding walls-roof frame-coverings. cross
bracing, anchor, connections. reinforce
ABC (anchorage, bracing and
vertical and horizontal diagonal bracing
connection)- three prerequisites for (triangulation)
wind safety
S4
Is there a covered walkway for building to
Wind-borne debris can cause injury building connection? Wind-borne debris can
to the people during high wind. cause injury to the people during high wind.

If there is no information on design, mention in column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS". If in high wind zone (e.g., coastal area) recommend
specialists' assessment in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS".
Type 1, if design wind speed was considered along with
a)building height, b)width, and c)risk, terrain and topographic
features
Type 0, if design wind speed was not considered along with
a)building height, b)width, and c)risk, terrain and topographic
features
If there is no information on design, mention in column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS". If in high wind zone (e.g., coastal area) recommend
specialists' assessment in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS".
Type "NA" if not applicable in your case
Type 1, if interior non-load-bearing walls have been designed
for wind
Type 0, if interior non-load-bearing walls have not been
designed for wind
If there is no information on design, mention in column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS". If in high wind zone (e.g., coastal area) recommend
specialists' assessment in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS".
Type 1, if all A,B,C were considered in design detailing
Type 2, if two out of A,B,C were considered in design detailing
Type 3, if only one out of A,B,C has been considered in design
detailing
Type 4, if none of A, B, C were considered in design detailing

Choose one from the following options based on visual inspection
Type 1, if there is a covered walkway which is designed for
debris
Type 2, if there is a covered walkway which has not been
designed for debris
Type 3, if there is no covered walkway
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

S5
For large span structures such as
gymnasium, auditorium, etc., one
should consider the wind uplift
forces in design and detailing
S6

Not>
450mm

If the overhang is >450mm one
needs to design for wind uplift
S7

Answer
As per
Guidance
If there is no information on design, mention in column "REFERENCES/
REMARKS". If in high wind zone (e.g., coastal area) recommend
specialists' assessment in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS".
Do portions of the existing facility have long- Type "NA" if not applicable in your case
Type 1, if large span exists and designed for structural
span roof structures (e.g., a gymnasium)?
strength for wind uplift resistance
Type 0, if large span exists and not designed for structural
strength for wind uplift resistance
Overhangs on buildings often have inadequate uplift resistance.
Type NA, If not applicable
Type 1, If it is applicable in your case and if safe in wind uplift
Type 0, If it is applicable in your case and if not safe in wind
Are there existing roof overhangs that
uplift
cantilever more than 450mm?
KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Is there a continuous load path from
all components of the building to the
foundation?
A continuous load path enables a structure
to act together as a whole when subjected
Section shows that load path of the to dynamic force. Connections from walls to
building is discontinuous- this is floors and roofs should also form part of this
load path.
not desirable
S8
The critical areas are the J bolt
connections at the ridge line, hip
lines, etc
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GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Go in & around the building & check & choose one from the following
options. If in high wind zone (e.g., coaltal area) may recommend
specialist's intervation (mention in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS")
Type 1, if the load path is continuous
Type 2, if there is a minor deviation from the load path
Type 3, if there is a major deviation from the load path

Choose one from the following options
If not applicable type in "NA"
Is it made sure that the roof covering
Type 1, designed & detailed roof covering is safe aginst wind
elements such as tiles, corrugated ganvanized
uplift
iron sheets, etc., cannot be lifted off by wind
Type 0, not designed & detailed roof covering is safe aginst
wind uplift

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

S9
Are existing exterior walls resistant to windChoice of materials and detailing are
borne debris?
crucial
S10

Ductile detail enables a structure to
undergo large deformation before
failure. It gives adequate warning to
the occupants before failure

Was the reinforcement detailing as per code
to ensure ductility the structure?

Answer
As per
Guidance
If the building is in a cyclone/high wind-prone region, consider enhancing
debris resistance, particularly in detailing. Carryout a visual inspection
If not applicable type in "NA"
Type 1, if designed and detailed to make the existing exterior
walls resistant to wind-borne debris
Type 0, if not designed and detailed to make the existing
exterior walls resistant to wind-borne debris
assessment in this regard is not possible unless there is available design
and drawing. Whether available or not mention this in the column
"REFERENCES/ REMARKS"
Type 1, of all reinforcements are designed & detailed for
ductility as per codes
Type 2, reinforcements are not designed & detailed for
ductility as per codes
Type 3, no information is available in this regard
GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

NON STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if the design and detailng of hinges, wind stays,
latches, handles and bolts of openings suitable for high wind
Type 0, if the design and detailng of hinges, wind stays,
latches, handles and bolts of openings not suitable for high
wind
Are the selected materials and systems, and detailing suitable to resist
wind and wind-driven rain
NS2
Were the exterior doors, windows, and
Type NA if not applicable
Type 1, if selected materials and systems, and detailing
Material specification and detailing skylights designed and detailed for high
suitable to resist wind and wind-driven rain
are crucial
wind?
Type 0, if selected materials and systems, and detailing not
suitable to resist wind and wind-driven rain
Damage to windows, doors and other
Have you selected materials and systems, and detailed to resist
NS3
openings are commonly caused by missiles
missiles/debris?
If not applicable type in "NA"
Roof sheets, tiles, coconut, flower (roof sheets, tiles, coconut, flower pots,
Type 1, if designed and detailed doors & windows for missile
pots, garbage bins, small stones, etc., garbage bins, small stones, etc). If the
could act as missiles
building is in such zone, were this considered Type 0, if not designed and detailed doors & windows for
missile
design?
Are the hinges, wind stays, latches, handles
NS1
and bolts designed to ensure easy and low
Material specification and detailing
maintenance intensive openings that can be
are crucial
closed quickly
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES
NS4
It is very important that you also
consider the effect of thermal
expansion and contraction related
deterioration of the connection?

NS5
If not held down adequately, tiles
may be blown off by high wind

KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
Are there tiles, veneer or stucco as exterior
claddings? If applicable then are the
attachments safe against wind?

Does the roof have surfacing with tiles, or
insulation boards? Are the tiles safe in high
wind?

NS6

Does the existing roof have edge flashing or
coping? Is it safe in high wind?

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS
Choose one from the following options
If not applicable --> "NA"

Type 1, if the effect of high wind considered while selecting
materials and detailing the joint
Type 0, if the effect of high wind not considered while
selecting materials and detailing the joint
If applicable, is it safe in the wind blow off effect?
If not applicable -->"NA"
Type 1, if surface tiles, or insulation boards safe in the wind
blow off effect
Type 0, if surface tiles, or insulation boards not safe in the
wind blow off effect
If applicable, are the design and detailing safe in wind blow off effect?
Type "NA", If not applicable
Type 1, if safe in wind blow off effect in design and detailing
of edge flashing or coping of existing roof
Type 0, if not safe in wind blow off effect in design and
detailing of edge flashing or coping of existing roof

Consider wind blow off effect while
designing the flashing or coping
NS7
Heavy equipment may slide and
break utility connections in high
wind/cyclone
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If there are mechanical equipment mounted
outside at ground or on the roof, then are
they anchored to resist wind loads?

Answer
As per
Guidance

Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", If not applicable
Type 1, if there are mechanical equipment mounted outside
and are anchored adequately
Type 0, if there are mechanical equipment mounted outside
and are not anchored

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON WINDSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", If not applicable
NS8
Are there penetrations through the roof or
Type 1, if adequate detailing has been done to stop water
Architect should use
walls? If yes then have you designed the
penetration through intakes/exhaust
time-tested systems
intakes and exhausts to avoid water leakage?
Type 0, if existing detailing does not stop water penetration
through intakes/exhaust
NS9
If yes, then are the design of the installations, ties, etc. safe for wind
resistance?
Type "NA", If not applicable
Type 1, if the antennae (communication masts) or satellite
Are there antennae (communication masts) or dishes, ties, etc. safe for wind resistance
satellite dishes anchored with structural part? Type 0, if the antennae (communication masts) or satellite
Communication antenna: make sure
dishes, ties, etc. not safe for wind resistance
that the anchorage, bracing and
connections are adequate against
horizontal force
If applicable have you built an enclosure to provide debris protection?
NS10
Type "NA", If not applicable
Type 1, if you have built an enclosure to provide debris
Roof sheets, tiles, coconut, flower Is the emergency generator(s) housed in a
protection for the emergency generators
pots, garbage bins, small stones, etc., wind- and debris-resistant enclosure?
Type 0, if you have not built an enclosure to provide debris
could act as debris
protection for the emergency generators
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ANNEXURE III: FLOOD SAFETY EVALUATION: FOR EASE OF FILLING ANSWERS TO
KEY QUESTIONS, ONLY THE COLUMN A,B,C,D & J HAVE BEEN SHOWN HERE
R E A D

T H I S B E F O R E

A N S W E R I N G T H E K E Y Q U E S T I O N S

User will read the following key
questions in this column

Against each Key Question, the User will choose the appropriate
answer from the given options shown in this column

A

B

C

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON FLOODSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

PLANNING
Is the site located in a storm surge
inundation zone (or tsunami inundation
area)? In coastal communities, even
P1
sites at some distance inland from the
In coastal communities, even sites at shoreline may be exposed to extreme
some distance inland from the shoreline storm surge flooding.
may be exposed to extreme storm surge If yes, then, make an assessment on
flooding.
damage potential due to storm surge
based on historical data- consult the
meteorology departments
P2
Consult local people for historical
data- also consult the state geology
department

P3
Refer to historical data for a safe
decision
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Is the site located in a zone with
possible water surge from glacial
lake/lake casued by land slide or due to
earthquake

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

User’s
Input 1
D
Answer
As per
Guidance

Storm surge maps may be available at State or local emergency management
offices. Mention in the column "REFERENCES/ REMARKS" whether it is available
or not available
Type "NA", If you have referred to the map and found your site not
in such zone
Type 1, if the damage potential is low
Type 2, if the damage potential is medium
Type 3, if the damage potential is high

Mention the source in column "REFERENCES/ REMARKS" if you have referred to
any document or department→ Choose one from the following options
Type "NA" if not applicable
Type 1, if the damage potential is high
Type 0, if the damage potential is very low
What is the expected level of
Mention the max. flood level (+/-) in mm with respect to the plinth level in the
inundation at the site? i.e., expected
column "REFERENCES/ REMARKS"→ Choose one from the following options
maximum flood elevations with respect Type 1, if the plinth is atleast 300mm above the maximum
to the plinth level of the building, e.g., inundation level
the score will be high if the maximum Type 2, if the plinth is atleast 150mm above the maximum
inundation level
flood elevation is 300mm below the
Type 3, if the plinth is below expected flood depth
plinth level.

User’s input 2: Follow
the instructions in
column C and type in the
necessary information in
this column
J
REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

Answer
As per
Guidance
What is the potential damage level due Mention the duration of flooding in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS → what is
to the expected duration of flooding? the damage potential due to stagnation of flood water
If not applicable -->"NA"
Type 1, if damage potential is low in expected duration of flooding
Type 2, if damage potential is medium in expected duration of
flooding
Type 3, if damage potential is high in expected duration of
flooding
KEY QUESTIONS ON FLOODSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS

P4
Duration has bearing on the stability
of earthen fills, access to a site and
emergency response and durability of
materials that come into contact with
water. Records of actual flooding are
the best indicator of duration as most
floodplain analyses do not examine
duration.
P5
Is the site in an area predicted to be
Although dam failure generally is
inundated if an upstream dam were to
considered an unlikely event, the
fail?
potential threat should be evaluated due
to the catastrophic consequences.
Does the surrounding topography
contribute to flooding at the site? Is
P6
there a history of local surface drainage
If areas with poor local drainage and
problems due to inadequate site
frequent flooding cannot be avoided,
drainage?
filling, regrading, and installation
of storm drainage facilities may be
required.

Choose one from the following options
If not applicable -->"NA"
Type 1, if potential threat of upstream dam failure is very low
Type 2, if potential threat of upstream dam failure is medium
Type 3, if potential threat of upstream dam failure is high
Mention in the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS" if such incidences have
happened in the past also mention the severity of such flooding
If not applicable -->"NA"
Type 1, if low chance of surrounding topography contributing to
flooding
Type 2, if medium chance of surrounding topography contributing
to flooding
Type 3, if high chance of surrounding topography contributing to
flooding
P7
Is at least one access road to the site/ choose one from the following options
Access is increasingly important as
building passable during flood events? Type 1, if at least one access road to the site/building is passable
during flood events
the duration of flooding increases. For
Type 0, if no access road to the site/building is passable during
the safety of occupants, most critical
flood events
facilities should not be occupied during
flood events.
P8
Are ground level parking lots located in How susceptible is it to flooding?
Type NA, if not applicable
Areas where vehicles could be affected flood-prone areas?
Type 1, if flooding of ground level parking lot's susceptibilty is low
should have signage to warn users of
Type 2,if flooding of ground level parking lot's susceptibilty is
the risk. Emergency response plans
medium
should include notification of car
Type 3, if flooding of ground level parking lot's susceptibilty is high
owners.
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON FLOODSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
Are any critical building functions
occupying space that is below the
elevation of the past record of flood or
the Design Flood Elevation?

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Choose one from the following options
Type NA, If not applicable
Type 1, if critical functions could be relocated to upper levels that
are above predicted flood elevations
Type 2, if critical functions cannot be relocated, but flood proofing
could be done
Type 3, if critical functions cannot be relocated, neither flood
proofing could be done
If critical functions must continue
Choose one from the following options
Type NA, If not applicable
during a flood event, have power,
A2
Type 1, completely addressed (critical functions can continue
supplies, and access issues been
These issues should be addressed right addressed?
during a flood event with power, supplies, and access)
Type 2, partly addressed (critical functions can partially continue
at the schematic design level by the
during a flood event with power, supplies, and access)
architect
Type 3, not addressed at all (critical functions cannot continue
during a flood event with power, supplies, and access)
Have critical contents (files, computers, Choose one from the following options
servers, equipment, research, and data) Type1, if located above flood elevation (critical contents -files,
computers, servers, equipment, research, and data)
A3
been located on levels of the facility
If critical contents cannot be
above the flood elevations?
Type0, if not located above flood elevation (critical contents -files,
permanently located on higher floors, Suggestions: since the facility may
computers, servers, equipment, research, and data)
a flood response plan should take into require continued use even during
account the time and attention needed flood, the potential for flooding should
be recognized and steps taken to
to move such contents safely.
minimize loss of expensive equipment
and irreplaceable data.
STRUCTURAL ISSUES

A1
New critical facilities built in flood
hazard areas should not have any
functions occupying flood-prone spaces
(other than parking, building access, and
limited storage)
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Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Answer
As per
Guidance
Do the construction type and the
If applicable, then carryout a visual inspection. If you think that a specialist's
foundation type have the required load intervention is needed for assessment then mention it in the column
S1
bearing capacity against flood water? "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
If siting in a floodplain is unavoidable,
If not applicable--> NA
new facilities are to be designed
Type 1, if the facilities have the required load bearing capacity
to account for all loads and load
against flood water?
combinations, including flood loads
Type 0, if the facilities do not have the required load bearing
capacity against flood water?
Is the site prone to wind driven waves, If applicable, then carryout an inspection & consult historical data. If you think
S2
which can take place in the coastal
that a specialist's intervention is needed for assessment then mention it in the
Waves can exert considerable dynamic areas, riverine areas and site next to
column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
If not wave prone--> NA
forces on buildings and contribute to lakes? Waves can exert considerable
Type 1, If in wave prone areas, and the issue is adressed
erosion and scour.
dynamic forces on buildings and
Type 0, If in wave prone areas, and the issue not adressed
contribute to erosion and scour.
Does the hospital have enclosures
Choose one from the following options
If not applicable --> "NA"
below the flood elevation, meant for
S3
limited use (parking, building access, Type 1, if hospital has enclosures below the flood elevation and
If applicable, one can provide flood
is provided with flood openings to automatically allow for inflow
and limited storage).
openings to automatically allow for
and outflow of floodwaters to minimize differential hydrostatic
inflow and outflow of floodwaters
pressure
to minimize differential hydrostatic
Type 0, if hospital has enclosures below the flood elevation and
pressure
is without flood openings to minimize differential hydrostatic
pressure
If the ground water table is high and
If applicable, then carryout an inspection. If you think that a specialist's
S4
there is a basement, is it safe for water intervention is needed for assessment then mention in column
Refer to historical data on flooding to load on retaining wall?
"REFERENCES/REMARKS"
ascertain whether the expected water
Type "NA", if not applicable
Type 1, If water table is high & retaining wall is safe for water load
level is considerably higher than the
Type 0, If water table is high & retaining wall is not safe for water
bottom of the basement
load
EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON FLOODSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

REFERENCES/REMARKS
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES
S5
In case of significant buoyancy effect,
plumbing and other service lines may
break
S6
Provide adeqaute depth of foundation
and other local specific measures to
protect the plinth and the foundation
NS1
Critical facilities in hospitals that depend
on fresh water should be aware of the
level of vulnerability of the local water
supply system, and the system’s plans
for recovery of service in the event of a
flood.

Answer
As per
Guidance
If the ground water table is high and
If applicable, then carryout an inspection. If you think that a specialist's
there is a basement, is it safe for
intervention is needed for assessment then mention in column
bouyancy effect?
"REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type "NA", if not applicable
Type 1, If this is applicable & safe against bouyancy effect
Type 0, If this is applicable & not safe against bouyancy effect
If the building is in a place where flood Is the plinth adequately protected and the foundation has adequate depth?
water returns with speed to the nearby If not applicable --> "NA"
Type 1, if the issue of scouring effect has been adddressed
canal/river or sea causing scouring
adequately
Type 0, if the issue of scouring has not been adddressed
NON STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Is the potable water supply for the
Choose one of the following options
If not applicable -->"NA"
facility protected from flooding? If
Type 1, If applicable, & the potable water source is protected
served by a well, is the wellhead
during flooding
protected? Can it be accessed during
Type 0, If applicable, & the potable water source is not protected
flood?
during flooding
KEY QUESTIONS ON FLOODSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

Is the wastewater service for the
NS2
building protected from flooding? Are
Unprotected waste water service could
any manholes below the Design Flood
casue a major disaster during and after
Elevation?
flood with a long lasting detrimental
effect on public life
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GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Is infiltration of floodwaters into sewer lines a problem? If the site is served by
an onsite system that is located in a flood-prone area, have backflow valves been
installed?
Type NA, If not applicable
Type 1, if the wastewater service is protected from flooding
Type 0, if the wastewater service is not protected from flooding

REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

NS3
Make sure that the tank openings and
vents are elevated above the recorded
elevation or the Design Flood Elevation

NS4
Make sure that the vents and inlets are
elevated above the recorded elevation
or the Design Flood Elevation or they
are sealed adequately to prevent entry
of flood water

NS5
If not possible, locate them to higher
floors or into elevated additions

NS6
Apart from the fact that electrical
systems are indispensable, if flooded it
can lead to a major life threat
NS7
Utility equipment that is critical for
functionality should be relocated to
higher floors or into elevated additions.

KEY QUESTIONS ON FLOODSAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
Are there any above ground or
underground tanks on the site in flood
hazard areas?
Are they installed and anchored to
resist flotation during the design flood?
is the tank openings and vents are
elevated above the recorded elevation
or the Design Flood Elevation?
Are air handling unit, HVAC systems,
ductwork, and other mechanical
equipment and systems located above
the recorded flood elevation?

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

Choose one from the following options

Type NA, If not applicable
Type 1, if it is safe against flotation and vents elevated above
recorded (historical) flood elevation
Type 0, if it is not safe against flotation and vents not elevated
above recorded (historical) flood elevation
Are the vents and inlets located above flood level, or sealed to prevent entry of
floodwater?
If not applicable--> "NA"
Type 1, if air handling unit, HVAC systems, ductwork, etc are
located above the recorded flood elevation or sealed to prevent
entry of floodwater
Type 0, if air handling unit, HVAC systems, ductwork, etc not
located above recorded flood elevation or not sealed to prevent
entry of floodwater
Are plumbing fixtures and water
Choose one of the following options
Type NA, If not applicable
meters, etc.) located above the
Type 1, if the plumbing fixtures and water meters, etc. are above
recorded flood elevation?
recorded (historical) flood elevation
Type 0, if the plumbing fixtures and water meters, etc. are not
above recorded (historical) flood elevation
Are electrical systems, including backup Choose one of the following options
power generators, panels, and primary Type 1, if the electrical systems, panels, and primary service
service equipment, located above the equipment are located above the recorded (historical) flood
elevation
recorded flood elevation?
Type 0, if the electrical systems, panels, and primary service
equipment are not located above the recorded (historical) flood
elevation
Is the early warning system located
Choose one of the following options (if this facility does not exist, mention this in
above the recorded (historical) flood
column "REFERENCES/REMARKS"
Type NA, if this facility does not exist
elevation
Type 1, if early warning systemsare safely located
Type 0, if early warning systems are not safely located
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ANNEXURE IV: FIRE SAFETY EVALUATION: FOR EASE OF FILLING ANSWERS TO
KEY QUESTIONS, ONLY THE COLUMN A,B,C,D & J HAVE BEEN SHOWN HERE
R E A D

T H I S B E F O R E

A N S W E R I N G T H E K E Y Q U E S T I O N S

User will read the following key
questions in this column

Against each Key Question, the User will choose the
appropriate answer from the given options shown in this
column

User’s
Input 1

User’s input 2: Follow
the instructions in column
C and type in the necessary
information in this column

A

B

C

D

J

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON FIRESAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY
QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

PLANNING

P1

An important aspect of safety of a
building is the type of access road from
the main road to the site of the new
hospital

Depending upon the type of access road to your site choose one from
the following options;
Type 1, if two or more roads from mainstreet to building
wide enough to allow one fire engine to reach, reverse
and return to the mainroad
Type 2, if there is one access road of the above type
Type 3, if access road is for cars and not fire engine
Type 4, If the access road is suitable for motorbike only
and not for cars

Site plan showing access roads

Type 5, if it is for pedestrian access only

P2
Apart from site visit, the consultant
should enquire about external fire hazards
from local people and fire department’s
local office

With reference to the exterior of the
hospital building, rate the building’s
exposure to external fires.

There could be various sources such as electrical substation,
combustible materials store, etc. The consultant should visit the site to
assess such potential fire hazards
Type 1, if very high (Hospital's exposure to external fire)
Type 2, if medium (Hospital's exposure to external fire)
Type 3, if low (Hospital's exposure to external fire)
Type 4, no exposure at all (Hospital's exposure to external
fire)
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES
P3

KEY QUESTIONS ON FIRESAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
Whether open space is available
adjacent to the buildings for people to
get assembled during fire?

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY
QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

In the column "REFERENCES/REMARKS, write the approximate length
and width of such open space and the number of people who will
need it →Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if there is adequate open space for gathering
Type 2, if there is open space, but not adequate for
gathering
Type 3, if there is no open space for available for
gathering

Site plan showing open space
ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES

Is the architectural design in conformity If referred to, mention the code name or similar source in Column
A1
"REFERENCES/ REMARKS" - Choose one from the following options
Careful consideration at schematic design with the latest codes of fire safety?
level may eliminate most of the fire
Type 1, if safe against latest codes of fire safety
vulnerabilities in a cost effective manner
Type 0, if not safe against latest codes of fire safety

A2
If yes, then relocate it

Is the main meter box located in the
staircase block?

Choose one from the following options
Type NA if not applicable
Type 1, if the main meter box located in the staircase
block
Type 0, if the main meter box located in safe place

A3
Meter Box

Is the main switch located in the main
entrance lobby/ passage/ corridor?

Choose one from the following options
Type NA if not applicable
Type 1, if main switch is in the entrance lobby
Type 0, if main switch is located in safe location

If yes, then consider relocating it
A4
Try to relocate possible sources of fire,
e.g., kitchen, meter box, main switch, etc.
from the staircase

Is the the existing staircase adequately
protected for safe evacuation during
fire?

Choose one from the following options
Type "NA", if there is no staircase
Type 1, if the existing staircase is adequately protected
for safe evacuation during fire
Type 0, if the existing staircase is not protected for safe
evacuation during fire
45

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

A5
If it does not exist, build an external
staircase, if possible. It should be at
maximum distance from the main
staircase
A6
In case it is not possible to provide a
fire fighting water tank and there is no
fire hydrant nearby, look for alternative
sources such as a local perennial pond
A7
Design a sprinkler system for the existing
building. without dmaging the existing
structural members
A8
The architect should choose appropriate
materials and detailing of the false
ceiling. The supporting metal structure to
be provided with fire retarding coat

KEY QUESTIONS ON FIRESAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY
QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

In case of a multistorey, is there a fire
escape staircase?

Suggestion: keep the fire escape stairs at maximum distance from
each other

Use signnages

Type NA, if not applicable
Type 1, if there is a fire escape staircase at maximum
distance from main stair
Type 0, if there is no fire escape stair

Is there a fire fighting water tank of
adequate size or if there is a local
source for fire fighting

Choose one from the following options

Use signnages

Type 0, if there is no fire fighting water tank of adequate
size nor a local source

In case of a large hospital, do sprinklers
exist in the building?

Choose one from the following options

Type 1, if there is a fire fighting water tank of adequate
size or if there is a local source

Type NA if not applicable
Type 1, if sprinklers have been planned for
Type 0, if sprinklers have not been planned for

Is the ceiling material safe from fire?

Choose one from the following options
Type "NA" if not applicable
Type 1, if ceiling materials used is not fire prone
Type 0, if ceiling materials used is fire prone

STRUCTURAL ISSUES

S1
Take special care for steel and timber
members

Did the designer use less fire prone
materials? Or else has the structural
members been insulated to protect it in
the event of fire?

Did the designser provide insulation as per code for RCC, steel,
timber, stone structure- mention the code name/source in column
"REFERENCES/ REMARKS"
Type 1, if structural members insulated adequately or
less fire prone building materials are used
Type 0, if structural members not insulated and/or fire
prone building materials are used
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REFERENCES/REMARKS

EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES

KEY QUESTIONS ON FIRESAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY
QUESTIONS

Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

NON STRUCTURAL

NS1
IUse only national standard’s approved
products and also based on past
experience

NS2
Use earthing pit of 1mX1mX2.5m deep
installed with Galvanized cast Iron Plate.
Alternatively, one may use specifications
as per the local practice

NS3
Your building may not need it, if there are
adjacent buildings provided with lightning
bars

Is the quality of wiring used of adequate Choose one from the following options, mention in column
quality
"REFERENCES/REMARKS", if there is no electricity
Type NA if there is electricity
Type 1, if used wires are of national standards' approved
quality
Type 0, if used wires are not of national standards'
approved quality
Has earthing been done in the wiring
system?

Choose one from the following options, mention in column
"REFERENCES/REMARKS", if there is no electricity
Type NA if there is electricity
Type 1, if earthing has been done
Type 0, if earthing has not been done

Has Lightning bar been fixed in the
building

Choose one from the following options, mention in column
"REFERENCES/REMARKS", if there is no electricity
Type NA if there is electricity
Type 1, if Lightning bar been fixed or there is a nearby tall
building with lightning bar or a tower
Type 0, if Lightning bar not been fixed

NS4
If yes, then try relocating it

Is the emergency batteries such as
Mention in column "REFERENCES/REMARKS" if there is no batteries
Inverter located near the entrance to the -Choose one from the following options
building?
Type "NA", if there is no emergency battery
Type 1, if emergency batteries such as Inverter located
safely in the building
Type 0, if emergency batteries such as Inverter located in
the entrance lobby of the building
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EXPLANATIONS/ SKETCHES
NS5

KEY QUESTIONS ON FIRESAFETY OF EXISTING HOSPITAL
Is there a fire extinguisher kept at
convenient place for fire fighting

GUIDANCE NOTES + POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO KEY
QUESTIONS
Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if a fire extinguisher kept at convenient place for
fire fighting
Type 0, if there is not fire extinguisher in the building

Strap them adequately with the walls
NS6

Is there a provision for fire alarm?

Choose one from the following options
Type 1, if there is provision for fire alarm
Type 0, if there is no provision for fire alarm
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Answer
As per
Guidance

REFERENCES/REMARKS

ANNEXURE V: SUPPLEMENT TO TOOLKIT II: HOSPITAL
CONDITION ASSESSMENT: SUPPORT TO HIIS2

PREPARE A SITE PLAN: PROPORTIONATE
SKETCH
The survey should be done by health staff, local
mason and, if possible, a JE. The first job of the team
will be to carry out the following.
• Draw the campus boundary first
• Draw the open spaces and write on the paper such
as play field, water body etc.
2

AN ILLUSTRATED EXAMPLE OF HOW TO PREPARE
A SITE PLAN

• At corner 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mark at 5’ as shown
in the above figure and the measure the distance
“a1, a2, a3, a4 …..” at all five corners.
• Measure 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5 and 5-1 and write on
the above drawing
• First measure the plinth height of B1 or B2 and
mark on the drawing as shown. Take a level pipe
and mark the high flood level of the plinth level.
For example, if the high flood level is 2’ below the
plinth, then write HFL (-2’). In case the high flood
level is 3’ above the plinth level then write HFL
(+3’)
• Write about existing use pattern of the adjacent
plots
4

5’

Figure V.1 Site plan
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a
Pond
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5
5’
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© trre
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5’
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Play Ground

5’
DW1
5’
1

T1
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Special Note: The Infrastructure department of health
to treat the tables in this section as additions to the
existing database

• Draw the buildings and mark them as B1, B2 etc.
• Mark the rooms of each building as B1/R1,R2,….,
B2/R1.R2,…. etc.
• Draw the toilets T1, T2 , DW facilities DW1, DW2
and the disposal system ,
• Write the evacuation road width
• Draw the big trees inside and near the compound
• For each building use the format in the following
pages and carryout the defect identification and
recording.
• Mark the highest observed flood water level on the
wall of one of the existing buildings, if applicable

Write the plinth height from
ground level - also Write the high
flood elevation with respect to the
plinth level

Health database is updated periodically by the Health
department. At present it is maintenance centred.
This Supplement to the Toolkit Part II intends to act an
aid to the existing Health Infrastructure Information
System (HIIS) forms. At present HIIS is maintenance
centred. This Supplement intends to act as an aid
to the existing HIIS forms. It is envisaged that this
supplement will enhance the ability of the medical
staff to fill in the forms more accurately than at
present. This supplement also aims to acquire some
amount of retrofitting related data on non-structural
risk. While the Toolkit II will provide a comprehensive
picture on retrofitting needs, this supplement will
provide data on the actual physical condition of
the building and facilities. These two combined
will enable the top level management to assess the
retrofitting cum maintenance needs, prioritize and
decide whether detailed investigation is required for
a particular building. The following is a suggested
addition to the existing HIIS data collection form.

B2

a
5’

Hospital
Boundary

a
5’

5’

Ro

ad

2

Fill up the following asset register

Health Infrastructure Information System: Health infrastructure data collection system: Nepal
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Table V.1: Asset Register: Record of the hospital buildings and their physical conditions: Use separate pages if necessary
Facilities mark as/ site
plan

No of storey

Function and no
Who
Age in Construction maintenance
of rooms
constructed years
Cost
history

e.g, B1

e.g. class/8
rooms

e.g. B2

e.g. office/2
rooms

Type of construction methods adopted in the building
Impression on
Foundation
Wall
Roof
Floor finish maint. need **
e.g. wall footing
e.g., brick wall RCC
Cement
in brick + cement in cement
floor
mortar
mortar

** Type 1 if building/ facility is in good condition - no need for maintenance, Type 2 if building/ facility is in OK condition, need for routine maintenance, Type 3 if
building/ facility needs minor repair, Type 4 if building/ facility needs major repairs, Type 5 if building/ facility is unsafe – to be replaced
following types, survey team should consult an
engineer.
r
THE INSPECTION PROCESS
io
Tools Required For Inspection: Carry a small hammer,
20 ft long level pipe, a plumb, a 30 m tape, papers,
one graph paper A3 size, one ladder, 1mm, 2mm,
3mm, 4mm wires, coloured chalks.
Inspection: Use the following checklists to determine
which items require attention and then determine
what action should be taken. The areas of the hospital
buildings to be inspected are the following:
.

Inspection type 1:
Building exterior
and Roof
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Go to the
roof top

Inspection type 2:
Building interior
• Plumbing
•	Electrical
• Furniture and equipment

er

Int

INSPECTION TYPE 1: THE BUILDING EXTERIOR
How to carry out the inspection

The inspection will start with primarily visual
observations of the inside and outside of the hospital,
simply by walking around the interior and the exterior.
Use the hammer and level pipe wherever asked for in
the following format.
GENERAL NOTES FOR INSPECTION TEAM MEMBERS

Going around the
building

• if the cracks are more than 4mm wide;
• if they appear to be getting larger,
• if water is seeping through the cracks.

Hairline cracks in concrete columns, beams, structural
walls, and floors are usually of less concern – these
may be deferred. However, if the cracks are of

A visual inspection of the exterior of the hospital
building should be done by
looking for the following in
Table V.2- presence of these
indicate that maintenance
action is needed.

Going
around the
building

In exterior brick, concrete
block, or any masonry walls,
the basic concerns are cracking and water intrusion.

Water can affect masonry in different ways. Over a period of time, water can erode the mortar, causing the original mortar mix to disintegrate. If there are cracks, there
are more openings for water to enter. Cracks must be filled to avoid water getting inside and causing further deterioration of the surface.
Table V.2: Do not fill up if the defect does not exist. Make a special mention of those cracks that have appeared since the last observation
Building
Do the following defects exist? Record if other types, not mentioned here, exist Where are the unsatisfactory components located Priority of importance– Urgent/ Important/
component
on the exterior.
as/ Table V.1? write the quantities for each defect
Medium/ low
Walls
Is there a vertical crack on the wall- wider than 1mm? if yes measure the width
Box 2 & length- does water seep through?
Box 2 Is there a horizontal crack in the wall – wider than 1mm? is it stair stepped?
- does water seep through? measure length
Box 2 Is there a diagonal crack in the wall – wider than 1 mm? - does water seep
through? measure length
Box 1 Is any wall out of plumb?
Bend/twist/ deformed
Is there a crack where two walls meet? measure length
Is there damp patch on wall? measure length
Is there presence of any damaged plaster? Tap the wall plaster with a small
hammer- if dull sound is emitted mark the damaged portion and measure the
area
Box 3 Is there a crack at wall-roof junction? measure length
Is there a whitish film deposited on the wall, this is called efflorescence and is
the result of dried mineral salts. Measure area

box 1

box 2

box 3

stepped

vertical

horizontal

Different types of wall
cracks

wall has leaned

wall vertical

diagonal
Roof slab

wall

Wall-roof
junction crack

plinth
ground
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Different
components of the
building
Corridor railings and
posts
Paints

Do the following defects exist? Record if other types, not mentioned
here, exist on the exterior.

Where are the unsatisfactory components located as/
Table V.1? write the quantities for each defect

Priority of importance– Urgent/
Important/ Medium/ low

Peeling of paint? Is there stain on wall? Room looking shabby? Measure
area
Check the same as above for door, window and grills, Measure area
algae or mold that is now growing on walls, bushes and shrubs that now
touch the hospital building’s exterior.
Trees growing from, wall, roof, etc.
Is there a plinth protection? is the existing plinth protection damaged?
Measure area

Others

Differential
settlements

Carryout the investigation as in the footnote**. If differential settlement
> 2”, mark the location in plan. measure length
Box 5

** Select any one corner of the room and mark with a pencil at a height of 3 feet from the floor level. With water level pipe mark at all four corners of the building
matching with the first mark. Measure the heights of these marks from the ground. Check whether there is a difference of greater than 2” at any one corner.

Box 4

Box 5

wall

wall
Plinth level

Ground level
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Measure 3’ from
the ground level
and mark on the
wall

Water logging on
sagged roof slab

Measure these heights @
4’ and note if there is a
difference of 4” between
maximum and minimum
measurements

With water level pipe,
mark the same level at
this corner

Table V.3 ROOF STRUCTURE : Go to the roof top for inspection

Table V.4 Do this inspection Room by room of each building, e.g., B1, B2, ….

Do the following defects exist? Where are the unsatisfactory Actions/ priority
Record if other types, not
components located as/
mentioned here, exist on the Table V.1? write the quantities
exterior.
for each defect
Roof
Does the roof top appear
undulating? Deflected?
Is there water logging on the
Box 4 roof? Is it at places – mark with
a chalk and measure the area
Is the rainwater down pipe
chocked?
Horizontal spouts blocked?
Can you see damaged
waterproofing on the roof top?
If you cannot see that then tap
the roof surface with a hammer
– if dull sound is emitted then
mark the places where it exists
and measure the area

Do the following defects
exist? Record if other types,
not mentioned here, exist on
the exterior.
COLUMNS If emits dull sound when
struck lightly on surface with
a hammer. Measure length
Timber,
Vertical cracks width more
steel, RCC than 1 mm- measure the
length and width of crack.
if water seeps through such
cracks, measure length
If damaged corners exist,
measure length

Int

Inspection type 2:
Building interior
• Plumbing
• Electrical
• Furniture and
equipment

Box 6
Reinforced cement concrete
column- rods exposed and
cover concrete eroded

Box 7
If the rods of the column shown
on the left has bucked as shown
below, consult an engineer

ground

If the rods of the column shown
on the extreme left has leaned as
shown below, consult an engineer

Column

r
erio

Box 6 are there visible reinforcing
rods? Has the rods bulged?
measure length
If there is exposed rods but
the column is not out of
plumb or the rods are not
bulged
Any others

Column

Look for cracks that are visible either on one side or both. Pay special attention to
them. The horizontal cracks need special attention. A vertical crack, or one that is
stair shaped (see box 2), could be due to differential settlement. If there is crack
where the walls join other elements such as roof slab to wall, wall-beam- wallcolumn, create a groove in the plaster to hide the crack.

Priority of
importance–
Urgent/ Important/
Medium/ low

Box 7 If out of plumb by >2”, treat
it as urgent

Column

INSPECTION TYPE 2: BUILDING INTERIOR INCLUDING CORRIDORS

Where are the unsatisfactory
components located as/
Table V.1? write the quantities
for each defect

ground
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Table V.4 contd.. is Room by room
Do the following defects exist? Record if other types, not mentioned here,
exist on the exterior.
Masonry Walls

Where are the unsatisfactory components located Priority of importance– Urgent/
as/ Table V.1? write the quantities for each defect Important/ Medium/ low

Is there a vertical crack on the wall- wider than 1mm? if yes measure the
width & length
Is there a horizontal crack in the wall – wider than 1mm? is it stair shaped?
Is there water seepage thro’ that?
Is there a diagonal crack in the wall – wider than 1 mm? Is there water
seepage thro’ that?
Is any wall out of plumb?
Bend/twist/ deformed
damp patch areas? measure
Is there rising dampness in the wall? if yes then measure length

Ground Floor Box 8

Undulating floor by more than 2”? measure area
Are there floor cracks wider then 1mm? measure length
Box 9 Walk along periphery of room & watch the floor and wall junction – do you
see a crack? Is it continuous or discontinuous? measure length
Is there floor dampness? measure areas
Is the floor finish damaged? If you cannot see that then tap the floor surface
with a hammer – if dull sound is emitted then mark the places where it
exists and measure the area

Important note: for wall defects refer to the section on exterior wall
Box 8

Box 9

wall

roof

Ground level
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Thread held
straight

If maximum
depth > 2”

Drawing shows the floor of
a room- note if you find this
defect
• hold a thread as shown by
touching the highest point
of the floor and check if
the maximum depth of any
plinth level other portion of the floor
is > 2”

wall

wall

wall

floor
wall

Drawing shows the
floor of a room- note if
you find this defect
• Crack type 1 at
wall-floor junction
• Crack type 2 and/or
3 on floor

Table V.4 contd.. is Room by room
Do the following defects exist? Record if other types, not mentioned Where are the unsatisfactory components located as/
here, exist on the exterior.
Table V.1? write the quantities for each defect
BEAMS
RCC, timber, steel

Ceiling

Priority of importance– Urgent/
Important/ Medium/ low

Emits dull sound when struck lightly on surface with a hammer
Cracks- across at mid span or diagonal cracks at ends
Damaged corner
Has the beam Deflected ?
Cover concrete crack of fallen off

Can you see that the roof has sagged?
Is there a prominent damp patch in the ceiling – is water seeping
through crack- measure area
Box 10 Is there a visible crack in the ceiling at mid span and near supports
Is concrete falling off in patches? Can you see the rods- measure
area

Box 10
Roof slab

Drawing shows the ceiling and beam- note if you find
• Crack type 1 at beam ends
• Crack type 2 and/or 4 on beam bottom
• Crack type 3 at mid span
• Exposed rods as in 7
• Cover concrete fallen off

beam
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Table V.4 contd.. is Room by room

Lintel over window & door opening

Interior windows
Window shutter
Plastering
Paints

Do the following defects exist? Record if other types, not Where are the unsatisfactory components located as/ Priority of importance– Urgent/
mentioned here, exist on the exterior.
Table V.1? write the quantities for each defect
Important/ Medium/ low
has the lintel deflected? Do you see the rods?
Look at the bottom of the lintel - is there a crack across the
width and at centre?
Is there a crack at wall support?
Do windows should open and close easily? if defect exists
mention number of such cases
Are there damaged Window shutters? if yes measure area
With a small hammer, tap the wall, ceiling, beam, column
etc. that has plaster - if dull sound is emitted mark the
area- re-plastering is necessary
Peeling of paint? Is there stain on wall? Room looking
shabby? measure area
Check the same as above for door, window and grills

Other
Remarks
How do you check deflection? With water level pipe mark two ends of the lintel and hold a thread tightly along the marks. Deflection will be visible.
FURNITURE, WATER, SANITATION, ELECTRICAL
Table V.5: Condition assessment of furniture/equipment
Furniture/ Equipment
Furniture/ fixture
Central Air-Con Unit
X-ray Equipment
CT Scan Machine
MRI Machine
Electric Generator
Boiler
Hydrotherapy
Pool
Respirator
Suction machines
Anesthesia machine
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Age of facility in years

Total Nos

Repair needs (nos)

Replacement needs (nos)

Supply of new (nos)

Priority- urgent, important, less important

Substations
Refrigerator /freezer
Television Sets
Racks
Book shelves
Water Supply + Sanitation
Water tanks
Sinks
Faucets
Tanks
Septic Tank
Electrical
Control panel box
Switches and sockets
Internal lighting (lamps
and bulbs)
Exterior lighting
Fans
AC unit
Table V.6: Retrofitting Needs of Furniture And Equipment
If
Type 1 if
Anchorage → Type 1, If Material of anchorage,
Mention the level of
anchored, Location-->
Present condition of the anchor
protected
yes, 0, if no
type 1, where applicable
equipment/furniture
Age
how
GF(1) /FF(2)
Furniture/ Equipment
from high
(years) many /SF(3) /TF(4)
Good as new (1), OK(2), min. Type 1, If PL > 300mm from HFE,
wind, type 0
years
/>TF(5)
At base On top at sides Metal wood other
maint. (3), medium maint (4), Type 2, if lower than HFE, Type 3,
for no
back
major maint (4),replacement (5)
of < 300mm below HFE
Central AC Unit
X-ray Equipment
CT Scan Machine
MRI Machine
Electric Generator
Boiler
Hydrotherapy
Pool
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Respirator
Suction machines
Anesthesia machine
Substations
Refrigerator /freezer
Television Sets
Racks
Book shelves
All non structural
elements (eg: file racks,
Books shelves etc)
** this should be supplemented with photos

SUMMARY OF DEFECTS:
Hospital administration should gather the statements below in order to come up with a consolidated list of defects and prepare a maintenance plan and budget. In case
maintenance process is simple and within the capabilities of the hospital staff, a time frame and cost can be estimated. If the maintenance needs a lot of money (decide
the ceiling) and/or the repair items are beyond their capabilities, the departmental engineers will inspect the hospital site and accordingly prepare a budget. The acquired
data should be tabulated by the hospital staff and checked by the local level engineer. The checked data will be sent to the district for logging it into the computer against
the HIIS number of the hospital, which will be sent to the Department of Health
Table V.7: Summary of defects
HOSPITAL BUILDING MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
Name of person who filled out the form:
List of problems according to priority
Sl no
Defect type
Defect description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Date of inspection
Age of the facility

Location of the defect Quantity-volume/ Area/ length Unit cost Estimated cost Time frame priority

ANNEXURE VI FIELD TEST: MULTI-HAZARD RETRO-MAINTENANCE
NEED ASSESSMENT HOSPITAL AT BHAKTAPUR, NEPAL
Figure VI.1: Field test: Hospital at Bhaktapur, Nepal

Field Testing Done on the 29th April
2012
Participants:
Doctors, Nurses, Lab personnel

B2 was field
tested
59

Figure VI.2: Condition Assessment of Building B2 (Out Patients’ Department)
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Figure VI.3 The process of field test and some defects in Building B2 (out patients’ department)

Participation: Medical Staff, Doctors, Nurses, etc. Capacity
building &introducing retro-maintenance forms

Defects: A Few Examples, the medical staff took part in identifying the
defects and record them as per the supplement

Table VI .1: Asset Register
Facilities mark
as/ site plan

No of Function and no of Who constructed Age in years Construction maintenance
Type of construction methods adopted in the building
Impression on
Foundation
Wall
Roof
Floor finish maint. need **
storey
rooms
Cost
history
3- Emergency
Step
Brick wall in
CGI on
B1
One
Not known
12
Not known
Not known
Cement Floor
2
Ward
Foundation cement mortar steel truss
75- OPD,Ward,
brick wall in
B2
Three
government
38
Not known
Not known
Strip footing
RCC
Cement floor
3
Lab, OT
cement mortar
36- Ward, office
Shallow
Brick Wall in
Two
Not known
7
Not known
Not known
RCC
Cement floor
2
B3
building
Foundation Cement Mortar
70-Organ
Under
Shallow
Brick Wall in
RCC/ Steel
B4
Four
Not known
Not known
NA
Cement floor
NA
Transplant
construction
Foundation Cement Mortar
Truss
** Type 1 if building/ facility is in good condition - no need for maintenance, Type 2 if building/ facility is in OK condition, need for routine maintenance, Type 3 if
building/ facility needs minor repair, Type 4 if building/ facility needs major repairs, Type 5 if building/ facility is unsafe – to be replaced
Table VI .2: Condition Assessment Furniture, Water, Sanitation, Electrical
Furniture/ Equipment
Furniture/ fixture
Central Air-Con Unit
X-ray Equipment
Electric Generator
Boiler
Suction machines
Anesthesia machine
Refrigerator /freezer
Television Sets

Age of facility in years

Total Nos

NA
16
15
4
6
4
3
5

4
2
4
4
1
6
1

Repair needs (nos)

Replacement needs (nos) Supply of new (nos)

Priority- urgent, important, less important

NA

2

Urgent

1

Important
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Racks
Book shelves
Oxygen Cylinder
Oxygen Concentrator
Water Supply + Sanitation
Water tanks
Sinks
Tanks
Septic Tank
Electrical
Control panel box
Switches and sockets
Internal lighting (lamps
and bulbs)
Exterior lighting
Fans
AC unit

3
11
NA
NA

15
4
18
2

4

Important

4
4
4
16

6
6
5
1

2
2
1

Urgent
Important
Important

25
5
4

1
2
2

4
5
3

1
3
1

1

Important

Table VI .3: Retrofitting Needs of Furniture and Equipment
Anchorage → Type 1, If Material of anchorage, Present condition of the anchor Mention the level of equipment/ Type 1 if
If
Location-->
yes, 0, if no
type 1, where applicable
furniture
protected
Age anchored, GF(1) /FF(2)
At base On top at sides Metal wood other
Good as new (1), OK(2), min.
Type 1, If PL > 300mm from
Furniture/ Equipment
from high
(years) how many /SF(3) /TF(4)
maint. (3), medium maint (4), HFE, Type 2, if lower than HFE, wind, type 0
years back
/>TF(5)
major maint (4),replacement (5) Type 3, of < 300mm below HFE
for no
Central AC Unit
NA
NA
X-ray Equipment
17
17
1
1
1
3
1
NA
Oxygen cylinder
3
NO
1
NA
Oxygen concentrator
9
NO
1
NA
Generator
15
15
1
1
1
2
1
NA
Boiler
5
5
1
1
1
2
1
NA
Anaesthesia machine
4
NO
1
1
NA
Suction machine
6
NO
1
1
NA
Refrigerator /freezer
3
NO
3
1
NA
Television Sets
5
NO
2
1
NA
Racks
3
NO
1,2,3,4
1
NA
Book shelves
12
NO
3
1
NA
All non structural
NA
elements (eg: file racks,
NO
1,2,3,4
1
Books shelves etc)
** this should be supplemented with photos
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Figure VI.4: Almost all the furniture and equipment are highly vulnerable against earthquake
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Table VI .4: Summary of defects

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
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38 yrs

Sl
no
1

HOSPITAL BUILDING MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
Date of inspection:
Name of person who filled out the form: Ratna Suwal, Binod Shrestha
Defect type
Defect description
Age of
Location of the defect
Quantity-volume/ Area/ length
facility
Crack
Horizontal crack in the wall – wider than
B2/R21
8m+3m=11m
1mm
in lintel
Dam patch
Damp patch on wall\
B2/R20, B2/R34, B2/R33, 3sqm+12 Sqm+ 12 Sqm +2
B2/ R79; B2/R68 6,
Sqm +4Sqm+ 6Sqm+ 20 Sqm
B2/R67; landing of second =
floor
Damaged plaster Dull sound when tapping the wall plaster by
B2/R19, B2/R15, B2/R14,
1 sqm +5Sqm +2Sqm +4
hammering
R16;, B2/R47, R55, B2/
Sqm +2 Sqm +2Sqm +1 Sqm
R34, B2/R63, R74
+6 Sqm +2Sqm =25Sqm
Damaged paint Peeling of paint, Is there stain on wall, Room
Toilet, B2/R4, GF corridor, 6sqm +36 Sqm +20 Sqm + 5
looking shabby
B2/R47
Sqm = 67 Sqm
External wall
Growth of algae or mold on walls, bushes and
On North Face
shrubs touch the hospital building’s exterior.
Growth of trees on wall, roof, etc.
Plinth protection Damaged plinth protection
North East 6 m long
Floor finish
Damaged floor finish
B2/R19, B2/R55;
42 sqm + 1 Sqm= 43 Sqm
Damp patch in the ceiling , water seeping
B2/R14, B2/R21, R67 ,
6 Sqm +6 Sqm +10 Sqm= 22
Distressed roof
through crack, visible crack in the ceiling at
B2/R33,
Sqm
mid span and near supports, concrete falling
B2/R63, B2/ R18
5m
off in patches
2qm+2qm = 4qm
Window shutter There damaged Window shutters
5x(1.5mx1m)= 7.5 Sqm, on
external walls
Front columns
In strong seismic force, these might collapse
out of plumb,
unreinforced

29th April, 2012
Unit
cost

Estimated
cost

Time
frame

priority
Medium
Important

Important

Medium
Urgent

low
Important
Urgent

Medium
Urgent

RETROFITTING NEED ASSESSMENT (USING TOOLKIT II)
Compliance index 0 No safety as per norm , 1 100% Safety as per norms
Figure VI.5: Showing Scores: Seismic, Fire and Multi-Hazard Safety

Figure VI.6: Weights considered
Fire

Compliance Index ( cut off lev 0.75) : Seismic & Fire

Seismic

Weights
Issue Weights

Multi Hazard
compliance index

0.43

Non structural

0.33

0.10

0.46
0.76

Planning
0.00

0.20

I

2

LOW

1

Category Weights
0.43

Architectural

3

0.41

0.25

structural

VI

0.40

0.60

0.80

0.89
1.00

Planning

0.2

Architectural

0.3

Structural

0.3

Non-Structural

0.2

Hazard Weights
W seis

The weights shown on the right were put forward by the Expert Group Meeting
Held at Kathmandu (25th -26th March 2012). However, in any other context, the
country level experts may change these to suit the local conditions.
The following two Tables show the retrofitting needs of building B2

1

W wind
W flood
W fire

1
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Table VI .5: Retrofitting actions to be taken to enhance SEISMIC SAFETY of hospital at Bhaktapur
ISSUE NO

P4
A1
A3
A4
A7
A8
S2
S3
S5
S6
S9
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ISSUES
PLANNING ISSUES
Type 3, If in-house backup sources of only b)power or c)gas have been provided in the hospital for 24-48 hrs
ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
Type 3, if Shapes are irregular and structure is not uniform
Type 3, if the design is poor for evacuation of physically challenged people
Type 4, there is no emergency exist in design
Type 3, if parapets are not restrained at all
Type 3, if Medium level of variation of length/ breadth/ height ratio from safe limit
STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Type 4, If the building is not based on structural system according to soil condition
Type 2, if liquefaction is applicable and it was not considered in design
Type 4, If no horizontal band and vertical reinforcements provided
Type 2, if ductile detailing is partially done
Type 0, If load of mechanical equipment, batteries have not been considered in design

SEISMIC SAFETY
COMPLAINCE
INDEX

REFERENCES/ REMARKS

0.5
0.05
0.1
0.05

This is rather difficult to rectify
This could be done without much of financial
requirements

0.05
0.50
0.25
0.05
0.5
0.25

Minimum investment is needed to comply
with safety norms

NS2
NS4

NON STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Type 0, if plumbing lines & rooftop/overhead water tank are not supported & secured or there is no water supply
Type 0, if you have not provided flexible joints and the lines clamped at suitable points

0.25
0.05

This is a very important issue and must be
complied with - urgent

NS5
NS9
NS16

Type 0, if suspended lighting fixtures are not securely attached and braced
Type 0, if heavy mechanical equipment not secured
Type 0, if base isolation has not been done for generator

0.25
0.05
0.25

Urgent

Table VI .6: Retrofitting actions to be taken to enhance FIRE SAFETY of hospital at Bhaktapur
ISSUE NO

ISSUES

A1
A2
A3
A4

PLANNING ISSUES
Type 1, if very high (Hospital’s exposure to external fire)
ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
Type 0, if not safe against latest codes of fire safety
Type 1, if the main meter box located in the staircase block
Type 1, if main switch is in the entrance lobby
Type 0, if the existing staircase is not protected for safe evacuation during fire

A6

Type 0, if there is no fire fighting water tank of adequate size nor a local source

A8

Type 0, if ceiling materials used is fire prone
STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Type 0, if structural members not insulated and/or fire prone building materials are used
NON STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Type 0, if used wires are not of national standards’ approved quality
Type 0, if Lightning bar not been fixed
Type 0, if emergency batteries such as Inverter located in the entrance lobby of the
building
Type 0, if there is not fire extinguisher in the building
Type 0, if there is no provision for fire alarm

P2

S1
NS1
NS3
NS4
NS5
NS6

FIRE SAFETY
COMPLAINCE INDEX

REFERENCES/ REMARKS

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.25
0

Most urgent intervention
Most urgent intervention
This could be improved by simply making connection with the
adjacent Siddha Pokhari

0.05
0.25
0.25
0

This is a very serious issue
Most urgent intervention

0.25
0.25
0.25
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SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
The approach road to the hospital had three to five storey buildings on one side. Many
of them did not appear to be safe against earthquake. Apart from that, in case of fire in
these buildings, the approach road could become difficult for the fire engine to access.
A few rooms in the hospital, where papers were stored, had the highest potential of
fire hazard. Apart from that, electrical meter box in the stair well, poor electrical wiring,
lack of fire alarm and fire extinguisher, etc. were potential threats to the hospital.
The hospital did not have water reservoir for fire righting. However, its fire safety
could be enhanced by installing a pumping system connecting the adjacent Siddha
Pokhari (pond). It was reported by the local people that substantial quantity of
pond water is available round the year.
The condition assessment revealed that regular housekeeping and routine
maintenance have been neglected for a long time. The distresses were identified
and recorded by the team consisting of a trainer and the medical staff of the
hospital. The participants agreed that an increased awareness and capacity
building would have eliminated most of the defects. Because of long neglect on
maintenance, the roof of B2 was damaged. The medical staff, directly involved in
the survey, realized that it is they who can keep up the hospital by close vigilance
on the building and its facilities. The detailed list of distresses is in Table VI .4.

The retrofitting assessment of building B2 revealed that the major problem was in
seismic safety of the equipment. Most of them were very expensive and some were
life supporting. Figure VI.5 shows that the non structural safety compliance index is
below 50% both for fire and earthquake. Table VI .3, shows the detailed list of non
structural risks. The assessment revealed that most of the equipment would simply
topple or get deflected during earthquake. Some of the equipments were on roller
base for easy movement. These would turn out to be fatal during earthquake. There is
a strong need for anchoring them. Massive oxygen cylinders were kept upright without
strapping them to the walls. The interventions would be in terms of strapping the
equipments with the wall and using locks in the roller bases. Such works would require
a small amount of money, though the safety will be enhanced significantly. As on
today, if there is an earthquake, there will be major damage of the equipments and the
emergency section including the operation theatre might even become non functional.
Figure VI.4 shows some of the vulnerable equipment and furniture.
The doctors, nurses, laboratory people took part in the day long exercise in the field
testing. It had made them adequately aware on the way one should look after a
hospital to identify gaps and record data. The exercise was intended to enable the
medical staff to monitor the building and facilities on a regular basis.

ENDING REMARKS
This is Hospital Safety Toolkit Book 2: Retro-maintenance, Multi-Hazard Safety
Compliance

compliance of the existing building since all four hazards may not be applicable at
every site.

It has provided the following four sets of data collection forms

The condition assessment should be carried out by using the “Supplement”. By
comparing the needs of retrofitting and maintenance, the top level management
can plan for retro-maintenance interventions. These two will enable the top level
management to screen out those where detailed investigation will be necessary by
involving the specialists.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Seismic Safety Evaluation
Wind Safety Evaluation
Flood Safety Evaluation
Fire Safety Evaluation
Condition assessment

The surveyors/users should read these forms before initiating the investigation
for retrofitting. Only the relevant forms should be used for examining safety
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This toolkit was not planned to be a finished product. However, it is suggested that
the toolkit be used as it is for at least a few years. Only after the full cycle of data
collection, analysis and decision making one may think of making modifications to
fine tune the toolkit and to make it local specific.
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The Toolkit is aimed for the policy makers and local bodies that are responsible for local planning usually in urban areas in South Asia in order to assess critical
infrastructure safety, particularly making schools and hospital safe.
Tools for the Assessment of School and Hospital safety for Multi-Hazards in South Asia comprised four books:
SCHOOL SAFETY TOOLKIT BOOK 1: NEW DESIGN / MULTI-HAZARD SAFETY COMPLIANCE
SCHOOL SAFETY TOOLKIT BOOK 2: RETRO-MAINTENANCE / MULTI-HAZARD SAFETY COMPLIANCE
HOSPITAL SAFETY TOOLKIT BOOK 1: NEW DESIGN / MULTI-HAZARD SAFETY COMPLIANCE
HOSPITAL SAFETY TOOLKIT BOOK 2: RETRO-MAINTENANCE / MULTI-HAZARD SAFETY COMPLIANCE
This book provides the following four sets of data collection forms: Seismic Safety Evaluation, Wind Safety Evaluation, Flood Safety Evaluation, Fire Safety Evaluation,
and Condition Assessment. The surveyors/users should read these forms before initiating the investigation for retrofitting. Only the relevant forms should be used for
examining safety compliance of the existing building since all four hazards may not be applicable in every site.

Lead Technical Advisor for the development of the Toolkit, Dr Prabir Kumar Das is primarily working in India and the region of South Asia promoting community
based social infrastructure construction consulting Governments, UN agencies and private sectors. His specific technical experience is in project appraisal, planning,
implementation and maintenance management of community based construction, specially, education and healthcare facilities.
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